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goat journal : : from the editor

FROM THE EDITOR

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M AT I O N  V I S I T  W W W . M A N N A P R O . C O M  
&  F O L L O W  U S  @ M A N N A P R O H O M E S T E A D

G O A T  D E W O R M E R

®

© 2019 Manna Pro LLC. All rights reserved.
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Del Rio, TX 78840 will reimburse the face value of this coupon plus handling if 

submitted in compliance with our Coupon Redemption Policy (available upon request). 

Void where prohibited. Cash Value 1/20¢

off

Easily treat your herd with Manna Pro® Positive Pellet® Goat Dewormer 
which can easily be fed as a top dress.

D E W O R M I N G  S H O U L D N ’T  B E  A  H A S S L E !

If you raise dairy goats, the birth of extra bucklings 
can be a disappointment. Though everyone 
on my farm is happy for all successful and 

healthy births, we cheer a bit louder for the girls. 
Boys struggle to find a place in the goat world if 
they aren’t prized breeding studs. But banding 
and other methods of castration can pave the 
way for additional purposes such as pack goats, 
cart goats, or safe companions for does you don’t 
want to breed. Our LaMancha wether, Taco, saved 
himself from a second life as tacos because of his 
quirky and gentle personality. I’m sure he wouldn’t 
have been so gentle if we hadn’t banded him. 

Karen Kopf owns hundreds of goats, and kidding 
season is a frenzy. She and her husband band multiple 
bucklings so she can offer them as companions or 
pack goats. And she has great advice to offer. 

Kidding season is winding down, milking 
season is ramping up, and we have a task on our 
minds: weaning those babies so we can make 
cheese. Kate Johnson offers tips for weaning 
dairy goats for the best milk production as well 
as how to ensure your homemade cheese is 
safe from listeria and other contamination.  

Have you heard of Lilly, the transgenic goat 
that milks out silk? Theresa Miller tracked down 
the researchers for our Secret Life of Goats story. 
The silk-harvesting process is more than just 
squeezing a teat, and it could result in lifesaving 
developments in the world of immunizations.  

Rebecca Sanderson tells us about how BF Farm 
in Missouri uses rotational grazing to avoid 
overusing deworming chemicals. Their process, 
important for goats as well as cattle and pigs, also 
avoids creating medicine-resistant parasites. 

Plus: we are happy to introduce the Savanna goat, 
a meat goat with similar origins as the Boer breed 
but beautifully white with hardiness that comes 
from foraging off African scrubland. These goats, 
important resources within South Africa, don’t have 
nearly the same following and population in the U.S. 

HAVE A GREAT WEANING (AND BANDING) SEASON! 

GETTING THE BAND BACK TOGETHER 

TELL US ABOUT YOU!
Do you have a story suggestion for Goat 

Journal? Would you like to tell us how you dealt 
with a particular problem … or ask for advice 
regarding an issue that didn’t go so well?

Send your letters via email to goatjournal@
gmail.com or the old-fashioned way to Goat 
Journal, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451. 

Photo by Trevor Ballif
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WE LOVE HEARING  
FROM YOU!

Send us your letters, whether positive,  
constructive, or just to brag about  

your goats! 

Goat Journal
P.O. Box 566

Medford, WI 54451 

or email 
goatjournal@gmail.com

goat journal :: conversation

Just received the latest issue (March/
April 2019) and read the letter from 
Jan. I nearly stopped this subscription 
when it was Dairy Goat Journal. The 
staff talked me into continuing, as 
changes were being made and to 
give the new format a chance. This 
now covers so many other topics that 
had not been presented before and, 
bless you, not a show result in sight! 
It is too bad Jan does not appreciate 
this new, improved version. I not 
only have my subscription, but also 
got one for a friend. I would get 
more for others, if it were not for 
the exchange rate between the New 
Zealand and U.S. dollar. The only fault 
I find here it that it is only published 
bi-monthly instead of monthly.

— Cheers, Bonni Smith-Jacobs

in response to 
WHY DO MYOTONIC 

GOATS FAINT?
in the  

january/february 2019 issue:

Thanks, Janet, for an interesting 
article! It’s great to see a landrace 
breed where a variety of colors 
and conformation are accepted. 
This preserves precious variation 
in a locally adapted gene pool. I 
am concerned for goats that suffer 
myotonia, and I’m grateful for 
Janet’s advice to act calmly and 
gently around them. As a prey 
species, goats rely on their ability to 
flee danger. A mutation that causes 
immobility must be truly frightening 
to a conscious animal whose instinct 
is to flee. You can see the fear in 
Roush’s eye (in the print edition) and 
Gizmo’s ear position. Human nature 
lends us to naturally find fainting 
reactions funny, so it is important to 
raise awareness that such incidents 
are distressing to goats. Immobility 
also makes them prone to predation 
and teasing. Children too need to be 
taught that their natural enthusiasm 
may cause a fearful reaction in goats. 

— Tamsin C

Gizmo (above) and  
Roush (right)
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in response to 
SECRET LIFE OF GOATS: 

GOAT CADDIES
in the november/december 2018 issue:

What an interesting and  
entertaining article! I did not 
realize the U.S. now had a 
large herd of bred-for-the-

land organic meat goats, nor 
had I heard about the goat 

caddies. I’ll be on the lookout 
for when the meat becomes 

available for direct order. 
— J. Hinckley 

I have seen articles and talked to goat people 
who have said that there is a breed of goat that 
has four teats like a cow. I haven’t researched it 
yet. But are the “extra” teats always a deformity 
or could some be an offspring crossed with the 
“four-teat” or could it be a throwback from when 
they potentially had four (way back when)? 

I don’t know enough about every breed to know if 
that’s possible or if the four-teat goat actually exists. 

—  Alli 

GREAT question! It is true that most goats have just 
two teats and especially in the dairy goat world where the 
extras most often end up with deformities, in the way, 
being terminal, and the like. In the dairy goat world, we 
do not want more than two teats and to have otherwise 
is a scorecard disqualification. Some meat goats can 
have four distinct separate functioning, correctly placed, 
and correctly shaped teats more like a cow or an alpaca 
would have. In this case it becomes a matter of breeder 
preference. While it won't cause an animal to milk more, 
it does make more teats with separate quarters available 
to nursing kids. Also in the event that a quarter is lost, 
it does leave three healthy and functioning quarters left 
on the doe for feeding kids. If one decides to breed meat 
goats for this trait, I suggest one always avoid animals 
with incorrect teat placement or deformities just as 
you would with dairy stock as those are very heritable 
traits that can be hard to breed out. Happy Goating! 

— Katherine Drovdahl

in response to 
ONE TEAT, TWO TEATS …  

A THIRD TEAT?
in the november/december 2018 issue:
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PHOTOS

2

3

goat journal :: reader photos

1 1. Mom goat Shiela, two-day-olds Ginger 
and Snow, with their human Abbey M., 
age 12. — Submitted by mom, Kirsten 

2. Bohannon is an American Alpine buck 
that we purchased from Redwood Hills in 
California. He arrived at the Portland Maine 
Jetport two springs ago. In true California 
boy style, he was very laid back when we 
picked him up. It was as if he hadn't flown 
across the country: he settled into his 
forever home quite easily. Bobo has the very 
best personality and his mother got Grand 
Champion/Best Udder in the 2018 ADGA 
National show. Bucks are half of the herd, 
so we felt it important to start off with good 
genetics. — Submitted by Jillian Fletcher 

3. These are my goats playing outside after 
a Michigan snow day. They had a lot of fun.  
Submitted by Dorothy Leak   
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ways to share:
email photos in jpg format to  
goatjournal@gmail.com

message us on facebook:  
facebook.com/goatjournal

tag us on instagram or  
use #goatjournal:  
instagram.com/goatjournal 

mail your entry to: 
goat journal 
p.o. box 566 
medford, wi 54451

4

Hi, I'm Miguel Maria,  
a little dwarf goat from  
Portugal and I'm going  
to share my adventures  
with you!  
FOLLOW ME ON INSTAGRAM:  
@mmgoat2018  

4. January kidding in Indiana requires a few 
additional measures to keep the kids warm. 
After they are born, they are thoroughly 
dried and put in puppy sweaters until 
they acclimate to the barn temperature. 
These Runyan Farms quadruplets were 
just a few hours old when this picture was 
taken. — Submitted by Carrie Runyan
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Sheep Success  
By Nathan Griffith

Filled with great ideas for a profitable Cotswold flock, this book also 
shows how you can earn more money regardless of breed. See how today’s  
shepherds are getting up to six times the usual net returns by using long- 
established—but not widely known—strategies for breeding, growing, and selling. Boost 
your flock’s profits with any one of the thrifty shepherd skills you’ll find in this book.

204 pages, $14.00

More Sheep, More Grass, More Money  
By Peter Schroedter

After 20 years raising sheep in Manitoba’s Interlake region, Peter and Linda Schroedter figure 
they’re ready to share a bit of their hard-earned knowledge. More Sheep, More Grass, More 
Money is an entertaining, informative primer on turning consistent profits raising sheep, 
without working yourself to exhaustion. It’s a wonderful blend of hilarious observation and 
practical advice.This book covers everything from pasture and stock management to sheep 
nutrition, guard dogs and many other things concerning sheep production.

112 pages, $12.95
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goat journal : : reader spotlight

Emily Lemelin is 11 years old and shares a 
Nigerian Dwarf goat farm called Breezy 
Pond Farm with her grandparents in 

Upstate New York. Emily is a member of Saratoga 
County 4-H and a sixth-grade honors student. 

4-H has given her a lot of confidence in school and 
among her peers. They have eight Nigerian Dwarf 
goats: Alana, Lily, Iris, Claire, Opal, Ruby, Sapphire, 
and Holly Sue. Two years ago, Opal birthed twins and 
they retained a stunning girl named Breezy Pond Farm 
Ruby. Little did they know that day what an important 
role she would play in the 4-H program with Emily. 

Ruby has won the Saratoga County Jr. Grand 
Champion two years in a row and is also the two-time 
Tri-County Jr. Grand Champion. She has also taken 
Reserve Grand Champion Overall in 2017 and 2018. 
Emily’s quest is that Ruby will kid and be a first-
time freshener for the 2019 Saratoga County Fair. She 
will also be showing Sapphire and Holly Sue.  

Photos from Mary, Breezy Pond Farm in Corinth, New York.

1. Loving her Alana who happens to be Opal's dam and  
grandma to Ruby. 
2. Emily with her great grandfather, 92-year-old George 
Lemelin, after winning the Jr. Grand Championship in 2018.  
He sure was proud and she even awarded him with her  
first-place ribbon.  
3. The whole gang sharing a sunny midwinter day.
4. Running with Ruby.

1

2

3

4
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IF YOU HAVE OWNED GOATS for any amount 
of time, likely, you have used or heard of a 
clostridial vaccine. Clostridial vaccinations are 

the only universally recommended vaccinations in 
goats. While other vaccinations may be indicated 
for your herd, clostridial vaccinations, particularly 
those combinations containing Clostridium perfringens 
and Clostridium tetani, are always recommended 
to be used as part of your herd health plan. 

Clostridia are bacterial organisms, characterized by 
their ability to survive as dormant spores. Clostridial 
bacteria are also known for their production of toxic 
chemicals. The toxic chemicals that are produced 
by these bacteria are the cause of disease seen in 
animals. Because of that, clostridial diseases are 
not contagious, or spread from animal to animal. 

Clostridium perfringens 
has multiple subtypes. 
Those that most commonly 
cause disease in goats are 
Clostridium perfringens type 
C and D. Clostridial bacteria 
normally live in the intestines 
of healthy animals at low 
numbers. Disease occurs 
when the animal becomes 
stressed and the bacteria 
grows at a rapid rate. The 
stress is usually due to an increase in the quality 
and quantity of food intake, whether grain, milk, 
or pasture. During this overgrowth, the bacteria 
produce an abundance of toxins. These toxins create a 
condition in the ill animal known as enterotoxemia. 

Signs of enterotoxemia in animals can range from 
decreased food intake, neurologic disease, diarrhea, 
colic, lethargy, and even acute death. Animals become 
ill very rapidly and are often found dead without 
signs of illness having been seen; this is especially 
true of type D. Animals suffering from Clostridium 
perfringens type A commonly are seen to have bloody 
diarrhea. Entertoxemia affects goats that experience 
changes within their diet, notably, an increase in 
starch, sugar, or protein intake. This increase in 
nutrient intake causes the overgrowth of clostridial 
bacteria. Enterotoxemia can affect goats of all ages 

but is commonly found in young kids and those in 
a feed lot setting. However, even adult goats can 
suffer from enterotoxemia if not properly protected. 

Treatment for enterotoxemia involves supportive 
care such as oral electrolytes, as well as antibiotics. 
Due to the rapid nature of the disease, many animals 
may require intensive care, such as IV fluids and 
hospitalization. There is also an antiserum that is 
available to inactivate toxins within the body.  

Diagnosis of clostridial enterotoxemia can be 
made by microscopic examination of intestinal 
contents, as well as assessment of clinical signs. 
Animals with increased ingestion of concentrates 
and neurologic signs can be assumed to be suffering 
from clostridial disease. Confirmation of this disease 
involves lab assessment of intestinal fluid. When 

experiencing acute losses in 
your animals, as always, it is 
imperative to consult your 
herd veterinarian to obtain 
an accurate diagnosis. 

Prevention of clostridial 
enteritis is much more 
successful than treatment. 
The key to prevention is 
establishing a vaccination 
protocol within your herd. 
Naive or young animals 

should be vaccinated twice, two to four weeks apart. 
All animals should then be vaccinated at least yearly. 
Some herds with increased risk may even require 
more frequent vaccination. In order to better transfer 
immunity to kids, vaccinations to does should be 
given two months prior to kidding. The second key to 
prevention is feed management. Changes in diet should 
be made slowly, either in addition of concentrate or 
introduction to pasture. Kids nursing from does with 
heavy milk production should have limited access, 
especially singles. Heavy milking does may also be fed 
a heavier roughage diet to decrease their production. 

Clostridium tetani, the other component of the 
CD&T vaccine, is the causative bacterial agent of 
tetanus, or lock jaw. Clostridium tetani is found in 
soil, particularly cultivated, as well as the digestive 
tracts of healthy animals. The bacteria enter into 

back from the vet : : featuring katie estill, dvm

Clostridial vaccinations  
are the only  

universally recommended  
vaccinations in goats.

CLOSTRIDIAL DISEASES 
IN GOATS 
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KATIE ESTILL, DVM, is a veterinarian consultant for Goat Journal, 
Countryside & Small Stock Journal, and Countryside online.  
She works with goats and other large livestock at Desert Trails  
Veterinary Services in Winnemucca, Nevada.

animal tissues through wounds 
and multiples within necrotic, or 
dead, tissue. The bacteria release 
a neurotoxin that causes muscle 
spasms. These spasms, depending 
upon the manner of toxin spread, 
may be ascending up the spinal 
cord, or spread to the brain and 
cause descending paralysis. 

Clostridium tetani can enter 
through any wound, including 
castration and disbudding wounds. 
It can even be contracted through 
band castration wounds. The 
bacteria incubate for seven to 
14 days before causing disease. 
Initial signs of tetanus include 
localized stiffness of muscles, which 
progresses to more generalized 
stiffness in as quickly as one day. 
Animals can show signs of stiffness 
of their chewing muscles, or lock 
jaw, as well as neck and limb 
muscle stiffness that gives them 
a “sawhorse” stance. Affected 
animals are often sweaty and fall 
over when startled. As the disease 
progresses the toxin can affect the 
muscles of the respiratory system 
or heart resulting in death. 

Diagnosis of tetanus is based 
primarily on clinical signs and 
a history of wounds or surgical 
procedures. The diagnosis can be 
confirmed by the presence of toxin 
in the blood. Treatment involves 
supportive care, antibiotics, 
and anti-serum. Animals with 
severe clinical signs will require 
hospitalization. The mortality rate 
for tetanus infections is as high as 
80 percent. If wounded animals are 
noted prior to experiencing signs 
of tetanus, efforts can be made to 
prevent the infection. These animals 
can be given active immunity via 
tetanus antitoxin. They should 
also receive the vaccination at the 
same time. The antitoxin provides 

immunity for up to two weeks, 
and the vaccination should be 
boostered in a month’s time. 

Just as in the case of clostridial 
enteritis, prevention is a much 
more successful than treatment 
of tetanus. A vaccination protocol 
is imperative to prevention. 
Young animals, or those with 
no vaccine history, should 
be vaccinated twice, two to 
four weeks apart. Vaccination 
should occur prior to surgical 
procedures, in order for the animal 
to develop immunity. Vaccines 
given at the time of castration or 
banding do not allow time for 
the animal’s immune system to 
react. After surgical procedure, 
animals should be turned 
out into a clean environment, 
such as a grassy pasture. 

Clostridial diseases have a high 
mortality rate, with treatment 
also being unsuccessful. As is 
often the case, the old adage “an 
ounce of prevention is worth 
a pound of cure” rings true. If 
your herd does not currently 
have a vaccination protocol for 
clostridial diseases, now is the 
time to establish one. Contact 
your veterinarian and determine 
what is best for your farm.   

SOURCES
https://extension.colostate.
edu/topic-areas/agriculture/
enterotoxemia-overeating-dis-
ease-of-sheep-and-goats-8-018/ 

www.merckvetmanual.com/gener-
alized-conditions/clostridial-dis-
eases/enterotoxemias 

www.merckvetmanual.com/gener-
alized-conditions/clostridial-dis-
eases/tetanus cdc.gov/poxvirus/
orf-virus/animals.html
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katherine’s caprine corner : : featuring katherine drovdahl

Q:  I recently had a Nigerian Dwarf 
goat pass away from overeating 
disease. What is this and how 
can a goat owner prevent it?

A:   I’m so sorry to hear you went 
through that. Enterotoxemia or 
overeating disease is one of the tragedies 
nearly every goat owner will face if they 
raise them long enough. Simply put, it 
is poisoning of the entero (intestinal) 
tract. That poisoning is caused by a 
rapid die-off of the intestinal flora that 
resides on villi in the intestines. Their 
duty is to uptake nutrients and send 
them to the bloodstream where they can 
then nourish your goat. One familiar 
flora is Candida albicans, which uptakes 
sugars and alcohol. Quick flora die-offs 
can occur for several reasons. Ingesting 
something very toxic or overdosing 
on oral medication can cause this. 
Feed problems such as overeating a 
familiar food like grain, overeating a 
much higher-quality bale of hay then 
the previous hay, or eating too much of 
a new feed whether that be a grain or 
brush or edible weeds. Sometimes a well-
meaning person will let goats out into a 
new woodlot or field full of edible plants 
the goats aren’t used to consuming and 
they overdo it. To avoid this problem, 
feed changes should be made over at 
least a 10-day period and new feeds 
should be introduced slowly. Before the 
enterotoxemia stage, one will see signs of 
acidosis which often presents as diarrhea. 
As it progresses, the goat becomes 
very ill, may bloat, can have severe 
diarrhea, may vomit, will not want to 
move around, may start crying out in 
pain, and can sustain mild to severe 
life-taking kidney damage. This is one 
of those conditions that is best to avoid.

Q:  What is 
vitamin B12 
and why is it 
important for my 
goat? What are 
some sources for 
supplementing 
this vitamin?

A:   Individual 
vitamins, minerals, 
macronutrients, 
and micronutrients 
all take turn on 
who’s next on the 
popularity radar and 
news. Goats need 
all the nutrients, in 
proper balance, at all 
times. The popularity 
merely gives us an 
opportunity to focus 
on and learn about 
a nutrient. Vitamin 
B12 or cobalmin/
cobalamin is favored 
for the support of healthy nerves, blood cells, and DNA. 
Because it is a water-soluble nutrient, it needs to be provided 
daily for optimum health, as the body will not store it. Most 
supplements contain a synthetic version of vitamin B12, so 
while it may mimic the key of plant-provided vitamin B12 so 
will be recognized and taken up by intestinal flora, it simply 
is not going to be fully assimilated and as fully bioavailable 
to the body as a whole-herb nutrient that contains the carbon 
atom attached to it from photosynthesis. Synthetics also 
increase body and bloodstream acidity. Great sources from 
creation include some of my very favorite things to feed 
goats and have in my herbal goat products, including alfalfa, 
dandelion, cayenne, comfrey (not for use with a damaged 
liver), kelp, red clover, and ginger. I personally don’t find a 
need to supplement outside of my goats’ and livestock’s daily 
diet, and if I do have an ill animal, I’m already going to have 
them on kelp, cayenne, and ginger anyhow. Base covered!

Do you have a question for Katherine’s Caprine Corner? 
Send it to us at goatjournal@gmail.com.

Katherine Drovdahl MH CA CR DipHIr CEIT QTP answers your questions about enterotoxemia, 
shedding, and why you should keep sources of vitamin B12. 

Alfalfa, comfrey leaf, ginger root, red clover herb,  
kelp, cayenne and ginger are all wonderful natural  
sources of vitamin B12.
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Q:  Do goats shed? 

A:  While goats may not shed as noticeably as horses, 
they do shed. Incrementally dropping the hair coat 
late winter and through the spring months is your 
goat’s way of replacing old, overworked winter hair 
with younger hair to be ready for the coming year. 
That hair coat keeps your goat warm and protects 
skin from dirt, rain, and bugs, and may also alert you 
to increases or decreases in health. I like my goat and 
livestock hair to be naturally glossy, robust in color, 
and soft to signal that they are doing well nutritionally. 

Q:  How should I raise goats? 

A:  Here are a few tips: We like 
kids to receive real CAE-negative 
goat milk for at least eight weeks 
but ideally up to 16 weeks before 
weaning, for an optimum start. We 
like them to have access to clean 
fresh water, loose minerals and/or 
kelp, a sea salt source, their herbs, 
and to be started very slowly on 
rolled grains as they approach 
weaning age. Having free-choice 
quality hay, pasture, and browse 
access will give their rumens a great 
start to enable your kids to turn 
into productive adults. Housing 
that keeps your goats out of rain, 
wind, snow, and hot sun are also 
very important, ideally with pen 
access to outside. We also like 
excellent fencing such as non-climb 
or cattle panel types to keep them 
safely where you intend them to 
live and to reduce the possibility 
of a predator attack. The principles 
are the same for your adolescent 
and adult goats too, but in differing 
types and amounts, which can 
take a few articles to write.   

Q:  I had a new kid who was born 
with a very red mouth and vulva 
and is crying a lot. Do you have any 
suggestions? The other twin is fine. 

A:  Oh how scary for sure! If I saw that in one of my 
kids I would be grabbing for my cayenne (which all 
my newborns get orally anyways). Then I would 
add hawthorn berry, leaf, or flower herb powder and 
BetterDaze™ or other nutritional herbs including that 
life-giving small pinch of cayenne to her diet, three 
times per day. I’m sorry you had to go through that. 

KATHERINE DROVDAHL and husband Jerry keep LaManchas, horses, alpacas, 
and gardens on a small piece of Washington State paradise. Her certifications, 
including Master of Herbology, help her guide others through human or creature 
wellness problems. Her wellness products, consultations, and signed copies of The 
Accessible Pet, Equine and Livestock Herbal are available at firmeadowllc.com.
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BANDING … IT IS HOW 
we castrate goats that will 
not be used as bucks.  

Using a tool called an elastrator, 
a thick rubber band (green Cheerio) 
is placed on the scrotum above 
the testes, eliminating blood 
flow, so that the testicles stop 
developing, shrivel, and fall off.  

While banding is inexpensive, 
bloodless, and generally 
uncomplicated, it is not without 
controversy. There are conflicting 
opinions on the age at which 
it should be done, and some 
argue that it should not be done 
at all, that it is inhumane. 

Unlike Europe, the United States 
has no laws governing the practice 
of castrating goats. Instead, there 
are non-profit agencies that offer 
guidance and humane farming 
endorsements to those that operate 
in compliance. A Greener World 
allows castration up until one week 
of age, by banding or Burdizzo 
under their Certified Animal 
Welfare Approved standards. 
They state that “the rubber ring 
is widely recognized as the least 
painful method of castration.” 
Many agree that this practice is 

acceptable if the animal is destined 
for butcher at a young age. 
However, once a male is banded, 
testosterone levels fall, impacting 
the growth of the urethra and 
leaving a wether prone to urinary 
calculi. This is not an acceptable 
risk for wethers with an expected 
lifespan of 15-18 years kept as pets, 
or used as pack and cart goats. 

While we agree that banding 
should be delayed, from our 
experience, the greatest predictor 
of wethers (and bucks) developing 
urinary calculi is diet and water 
consumption. Having banded 
numerous kids and lambs, we 
know that banding a younger 
animal is far less stressful and 
painful, particularly if the buckling 
is not yet weaned and can find 
comfort from his dam. We prefer 

feature : : boy bands

BOY 
BANDS 

ARE 
BACK!

What is the best way to 
band your bucklings?

by 
KAREN KOPF

Banding can be the 
safest, gentlest, least 

intrusive way to accom-
plish castration when 

done in a timely manner. 
While pain medications 
can be used, we have 
not found them neces-
sary as in most cases, 
the kids quickly return 

to normal activity.

by KAREN KOPF
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to band at eight to 10 weeks, to allow for maximum 
development. Ideally, at this age, both testes will fit 
snugly through the band. When this is the case, most 
feel very little discomfort. From 
time to time, even at this young 
age, we will have precocious 
development, and the only 
way to band is to move one 
testicle at a time into the 
band. The constriction on the 
scrotum in this case is much 
stronger — and as a result, 
more painful — something 
we try very hard to avoid. 
A banding schedule should 
follow not only the calendar, 
but also consider individual 
testicular development.  

We have yet to see 
a conclusive study on the benefit of castrating 
an animal older than 12 weeks. In Pakistan, 

researchers concluded that “castration at later age, 
like 10 weeks and 12 weeks of age has very similar 
development with a non-castrated buck.” *

Joi Culpepper and her 
husband at Culpepper 
Livestock in Karnes City, 
Texas feel that banding is the 
safest method of castration. 
In 20 years of banding goats 
and cattle, there has been only 
one complication. “We had a 
buck kid that slipped under 
the radar and got missed. He 
was 3 ½ months by the time 
he got banded, and already 
weaned. Due to the size of 
his scrotum, the band didn’t 
cut off circulation correctly. 
Blood was able to flow in but 

not out, which led to a scrotum that was doubled in 
size. We had to go in with a scalpel and complete a 

One of the greatest risks of 
banding is tetanus, since the 
band creates an anaerobic 

environment. Care should be 
taken to protect the kid by  

vaccination with CD&T  
toxoid to create an immunity. 

feature : : boy bands

1. Ideally, banding is a 
two-person job. One 
restrains the goat, and 
the other performs 
the castration.

2. Both testicles must 
be fully below the band 
and it should be placed 
between the testicles 
and the body, so that 
the teats and urethra 
are above the band.

3. In a proper banding, 
the testicles will become 
hard and shrink, as 
will the scrotum, until 
it is flat and leathery. 

1

2

3
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traditional knife castration. That was a lesson learned.” 
If banded too early, there is a risk of a testicle 

slipping above the band, or not enough tissue to create 
pressure to fully restrict the flow of blood. This can 
slow the process, or result in 
complications. As a buckling 
ages beyond three months, 
the scrotal tissue develops, 
and there is greater risk of 
complication from banding. 
The bands can only exert 
so much force, and with 
the excess tissue, often fail 
to fully restrict circulation. 
This can result in what some 
describe as “slipping of 
the sac.” The scrotum and 
testicles fall away, leaving 
the sperm cords intact and 
exposed. If the cords are still 
receiving blood, they cannot be cut. There is a risk 
of retraction into the abdomen, internal bleeding 
and infection. Some choose to tie off the cord and 
allow it to dry — others seek veterinary attention. 

While it is possible to castrate 
surgically, it is not our preferred 
method. We have witnessed 
surgical castration in five- to 
seven-month-old bucks that were 
no longer candidates for banding. 
Surgical castration involves 
sedation, which carries its own 
risks in ruminants, and leaves an 
open wound. There is also the 
possibility of significant blood 
loss. Burdizzo — or emasculation 
— is another option, where a tool 
similar to pliers is used to crush the 
spermatic cords. Bloodless, with 
few complications, this method 
takes longer to determine success 
and has a high rate of failure. 
When successful, the testicles will 
harden and shrink over a period of 
months, leaving an empty scrotum.   

In our practice, we find banding 
to be the safest, gentlest, least 
intrusive way to accomplish 
castration when done in a timely 
manner. While pain medications 
can be used, we have not found 
them necessary as in most cases, 
the kids quickly return to normal 
activity. If you choose to administer 
something for pain inhibition, this 

should be done 30 minutes prior to the procedure. 
Some producers use aspirin or white willow bark 
tincture. Banamine, meloxicam, and lidocaine can also 
be used by veterinary prescription, but possible side 

effects should be considered. 
One of the greatest risks of 

banding is tetanus, since the 
band creates an anaerobic 
environment. Care should 
be taken to protect the kid 
by vaccination with CD&T 
toxoid to create an immunity. 
Ideally, banding should follow 
the second, or booster dose, 
by no less than two weeks. 
If the kid has not received 
both vaccinations, a tetanus 
anti-toxin should be used. Be 
aware that anti-toxin does not 
provide immunity; it works 

immediately as a short-term response to exposure 
and is only effective for about two weeks. Coverage 
from one dose of anti-toxin may not last until the 

Proper placement is  
critical. Both testicles must be 

fully below the band and it 
should be placed between the 

testicles and the body, 
so that the teats and  

urethra are above the band.
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banding site is fully healed (four to eight weeks). 
Proper care of the bands is critical to the 

success of banding. The Culpeppers say their 
best advice, outside of the timing of banding, 
is buying a new bag every year, as improperly 
stored bands can break or lose their elasticity.  

Since the procedure is bloodless, no disinfectant or 
sterilization is needed. Simply keep the bands clean 
until ready to use on a dry goat. Any moisture under 
the band, or disinfecting agents applied, can affect 
the band’s integrity or allow it to slide. Moisture 
may also attract dirt and flies, allow for the growth 
of bacteria, and increase the risk of infection. 

Ideally, banding is a two-person job. One restrains 
the goat, and the other performs the castration. 
The band should be placed over the prongs of the 
elastrator. Having grooves in the prongs helps keep 
the band in place. The most popular position of the 
elastrator is with the prongs facing the goat. Either 
direction is effective. Squeezing the elastrator with 
one hand opens the band so that it can pass over the 
testicles. Using the other hand, guide the scrotum and 
each testicle through the band. Proper placement is 
critical. Both testicles must be fully below the band 
and it should be placed between the testicles and the 
body, so that the teats and urethra are above the band. 
When the band is in proper position, relax your grip 

and allow the elastrator to close. Check the position of 
the tip of the prong which is where the band will be 
placed. If it is out of position, squeeze the elastrator 
and reposition. Once the band is off of the prongs, it 
is very difficult to reposition. When you are satisfied 
with the position of the band, roll it off of the prongs. 
Squeeze the elastrator and guide it off of the scrotum.  

If the band is positioned incorrectly, cut it off 
immediately and reapply. Once the circulation 
is obstructed, the tissue begins to die. NEVER 
remove a band that has been in place for more 
than a few minutes. Removing a band from 
necrotic (dying) tissue allows toxins to enter the 
bloodstream and body cavity causing sepsis — 
an infection that is very difficult to reverse. 

Observe the goat for signs of complications. Some 
goats will cry, some will thrash and roll, some will 
sleep. Some will show no symptoms at all and 
resume regular activities. It is important that you 
observe urination, to ensure that the urethra was not 
compromised. Some will walk with and odd gait for 
a day or so, or lie in place. Slight swelling is normal. 
If you observe significant swelling above or below 
the band, surgical castration may be needed. This can 
indicate that there is not enough pressure in the band to 
constrict, and blood is filling the scrotum, or a possible 
scrotal hernia if intestines became involved. Consult a 

feature : : boy bands
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KAREN KOPF and her 
husband Dale own Kopf 
Canyon Ranch in Moscow, 
Idaho. They enjoy “goating” 
together and helping 
others goat. They raise 
Kikos primarily, but are 
experimenting with crosses 
for their new favorite goating 
experience: pack goats! You 
can learn more about them 
at Kopf Canyon Ranch on 
Facebook or kikogoats.org.

 1-866-443-7444
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veterinarian. Signs of infection are 
redness, odor, or discharge. Take 
the goat’s temperature; a course of 
antibiotics may be indicated. In a 
proper banding, the testicles will 
become hard and shrink, as will the 
scrotum, until it is flat and leathery. 
Inspect the banding site from time 
to time to ensure that all is well. 
Within two months, it should 
naturally detach from the body. 

Trenton Lyman of KTA Farms 
in Colfax, Washington learned to 
band his show wethers when he 
was 10 years old. “Castrating can 
make you nervous for the first time 
but when you do it all the time you 
get the hang of it. I’ve been doing 
it for 2.5 years now. I was nervous 
the first time I did it which was on 
my first goat, but I love doing it (I 
don't know why either.) Be sure 
to get both testes or you'll have to 
restart it.” He recounts times when 
he missed one or both testicles and 

had to cut the band and start over. 
His secret to success: “Feel with 
your fingers until you SLOWLY let 
go of the band ... and if you stretch 
the band too much the band will 
start to wear out so you'll need to 
get a new band otherwise it'll snap 
and you'll hate it if that happens.” 

Do you have any tips for 
banding bucklings? Write to 
us and let us know!   

*(Pakistan J. Zool., vol. 48(2), pp. 
501-506, 2016. Effects of Castration 
on Penile and Urethral Development 
in Black Bengal Goat ASM Golam 
Kibria,* Mohammad Lutfur Rahman, 
ASM Lutful Ahasan,  Mohammad 
Mejbah Uddin and Mohammad Abul 
Quasem Department of Anatomy and 
Histology, Chittagong Veterinary 
and Animal Sciences  University, 
Chittagong-4225, Bangladesh)  
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by TREVOR BALLIF

THE 
SAVANNA 

 GOAT 
THING

“

feature : : savanna goat thing

ARE YOU HERE FOR THE 
GOAT THING?” I smiled 
and said, “Yes, the Savanna 

goat thing,” checking into the 
motel in Bolivar, Missouri with 
a lobby filled with familiarity 
but uncertainty. I knew some of 
these faces from seeing pictures 
through the years on Facebook. 
I walked over with a hand 
extended and misidentified the 
Barnharts and the Dunnings. I 
thought to myself, not the best 

way to start off with potential 
customers in the first minutes. 

Savanna Spectacular, also known 
as “The Gala,” was held the 
weekend of October 12-14th at the 
Polk county fairgrounds in Bolivar. 
Paulette Wohnoutka, the owner 
of Pedigree International Savanna 
registry, (Pi) was the hosting 
sponsor. The event was originally 
planned for 20-30 Pi clients to 
gather for a day’s lecture followed 
by a pen sale. As many might 

already know, the 
Savanna goat is in 
high demand but 
with its limited 
genetics, even 
Savanna breeders 
need to buy 
goats. The initial 
interest was high, 
but the planners 
would not be sure 
of the realistic 
attendance.    

Glen Edwards, 
of Indian Territory 
Farms, was the 

Diamond sponsor early in the 
planning, providing necessary 
funds for deposits and insurance 
for the event. Glen has hosted a 
few field days in the past and was 
well aware of the work and money 
needed. Many of us in attendance 
did the easy part by sending in 
some money to help, but the hard 
work is always left to the few.    

My business model is original 
Savanna genetics work, with the 
existing Savanna breeder as my 
primary customer. This event was a 
perfect chance to see, and meet for 
the first time, some customers who 
have received shipped goats, and 
network new contacts. I am happy 
to say it was much more than that. 
I have attended many weekend 
conferences and auctions in the 
past where many of these feels like 
“cookie cutter” events, but this was 
different. This is my favorite so far.    

The Friday evening arrival dinner 
was hosted by Pi (the Savanna goat 
registry) at Boones BBQ in Bolivar. 
This was a client-only event in 
the rented event room. This was 

"Your brand is who you are.  
Marketing is the story of who you 
are. Photos bring your story to life. 
Advertising and merchandising are 
how and where your story is told."

— Allison Rosauer  
of Three Oaks Goats
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an event in itself, packed with 80 
Savanna breeders from all around 
the country. For me, this was a 
second chance to get names right 
and network. Not happening … as 
I was the one who gave the “Gala” 
nickname to the event, creating 
confusion about formal dress, I 
was called to the front podium and 
given a “goat tie of shame” to wear 
for the entire weekend events. This 
placed on me the laughter of the 
guests. Ah, I thought, this won’t 
be the time to talk breeders into 
buying expensive bloodlines, so 
much for my plan. As Mike Tyson 
said, “Everyone has a plan until 
they get punched in the face,” or in 
my case, given the “tie of shame.” 
I end up just people-watching.  

A special guest of the evening 
was Carl Langle. Carl was a 
purchaser of Savannas from the 
original import dispersion sale 
in 1998, and was instrumental in 
getting Pi to register the Savanna 
goats. Many of the Pi clients have 
seen DLR in their pedigrees and 
made way to meet Carl. This warm 
family restaurant was a perfect 
setting for bonding of new and 
old friends. Donated gift baskets 
and door prizes were presented 
to winners of the raffle draw.   

Saturday morning found many 
of us chatting in our hotels. These 
informal groups are where many 
of us really got to understand 
each other’s operations. The most 
common topics early were the safe 
topics, such as grain costs, price 
of hay, and how many Savannas 
in the operation. As we felt more 
comfortable with one another, 
topics moved to achieving breed 
standards, roman noses, black 
pigment, performance, size, and 
registry. I have had these same 
talks with breeders when I got 
my first Savanna in 2007 from 
Jerry Webb (NJW). The names of 
breeders back then were Brian 
Payne (KRI), Dale Coody (4C), Tim 
Swain (TTS), Dawn Steiger (RSR), 
and Denise Peterson (Amore). I 

The limited genetics of the Savanna create a 
challenge for the breeder. The Ballifs specialize 
in resurrecting old Savanna bloodlines from 
the past, crossing them with current lines, thus 
creating exceptional “Modern Antiques”. They 
have traveled to acquire distinct bloodlines to 
introduce into their breeding program. They have introduce into their breeding program. They have 
been performing Artificial Insemination and Embryo 
Transplants using the semen from original import progeny. 
Sleepy Hollow is able to offer breeders original genetics 
that are all DNA Parentage Verified! If you are searching 
for that special Savanna that will set you herd apart, 
contact Sleepy Hollow Farm today! 

2019 FULLBLOOD & PERCENTAGE  
SAVANNA DOELINGS & BUCKLINGS  

Beckstead Farms
Matt & Melissa Beckstead
Weston, Idaho
208-339-6428
becksteadfarms.com
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hinged on every word that anyone 
would say, trying to figure out 
who had it right. Those folks are 
now just entries on pedigrees. 
This time around, I am one of the 
seasoned savanna breeders in this 
conversation, but those opinions 
are identical. Just like in 2007, 
we are not all on the same page. 
In any business, I think the right 
answer is held by the customer, 
they decide with their money.   

A covered pen area with about 
20 Savannas was set up next to 
the lecture hall. I noticed right 
away that the breeders bringing 
goats would only lease a few pens 
and house the remaining goats 
in their trailers. I was surprised 
by the total goats to be around 
50, much more than I originally 
thought. Goat sales for this event 
were planned as private treaty, 
as the focus of the gathering was 
education and networking; but 

many brought extra goats to sell. 
Saturday’s lectures featured the 

full house of the total attendees: 
seating for 96 with a few standing 
in the back. As Friday’s dinner 
was Pi clients only, the Saturday 
and Sunday events were open to 
all. Allison Rosauer of Three Oaks 
Goats led off the lectures with her 
talk on marketing. She has decades 
of experience in the horse world 
and delivered an excellent focus to 
goats. The summary of her points 
was: Your brand is who you are. 
Marketing is the story of who you 
are. Photos bring your story to life. 
Advertising and merchandising are 
how and where your story is told.  

The second guests were David 
and Brittney Carwell of B&D 
genetics. David brought the 
audience through the process of 
semen collection, laparoscopic AI, 
flushing with embryo transfer. 
Although many have heard of 
the processes, the photos bring 

this big topic to life. David must 
split his time with genetics work 
and comedy, as he both educated 
and entertained the crowd.   

Dr. Stefanie Oppenheim, 
professor at University of 
California at Davis in the 
Veterinary Genetics Lab, was the 
next speaker. She brought insight to 
what is done at VGL with our DNA 
samples and the exciting things 
that are coming. As we have all 
seen with human DNA, each year 
brings more and more possibilities. 
The SBT technology that is coming 
to VGL, will be able to data mine 
goats exponentially more than the 
44 markers of today. This leads to 
the question: do you really want 
to know what is in a hotdog?   

Speaking of food, which I tell 
people that I majored in “eating” in 
college, lunch was provided from 
Subway, a sponsor. The weekend 
was filled with food … lots of food 
… too much food. Three-pound 
weight gain in three days … 
just sayin’. All this while still 
wearing my goat “tie of shame.”    

Bob Glass from Pan American 
Veterinary Labs was the next 
speaker. He delivered a great 
lecture about goat disease and 
disease testing. He offered 
suggestions to the breeders to 
learn to run their own fecal tests 
and draw their own blood samples 
and mail to the lab direct. This 
will save in cost and time.   

The last speaker of the day 
was Jamie Ryan Ballif of Sleepy 
Hollow Farm in Virginia. She gave 
a working lecture on fecal tests. 
The McMaster technique was 
taught start to finish with fresh 
goat poop from the holding pens. 
Her handout included necessary 
supplies list, and one of many 
techniques used today. This was 
a good follow up to Bob Glass’s 
recommendation to learn to run 
your own fecal. FEC and worm 
identification was included with 
questions about wormers, and 
current recommendations of multi-
class dosing. 

For me, this was a unique gathering that 
 felt more like a Savanna family reunion than a weekend 

lecture and workshop. I hope others felt this way too.

feature : : savanna goat thing

Author Trevor Ballif wears the "goat tie of shame."
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TREVOR BALLIF and his wife, 
Jamie Ryan Ballif are Savanna 
breeders in Keswick, Virginia. 
Their niche has become 
genetic programs with original 
Savanna progeny. Trevor is a 
respiratory therapist working 
at the Veteran's hospital, and 
Jamie is a full-time farmer. 

     Donated auction items were 
next up for grabs. Frozen semen, 
puppies, frozen embryos, pecan pie, 
welded goat feeders, microchips, 
and others were up for bidding. 
Yes, you guessed it. I won the 
pie. I didn’t know I was even 
bidding; this must be what they 
call muscle memory. It was over 
so fast. That was the tastiest $65 
piece of pie that I have ever had.   

Sunday was the day of sales, 
workshops, and more casual 
movement of people to each area. 
Hoof Boss had a working display 
with training using cedar wood 
and safety glasses. Each participant 
had a discount coupon for a Hoof 
Boss in their goodie bag. There was 
a working class on hoof trimming 
and tips with how to work problem 
hooves. Workshops on using a 
punch for DNA samples vs. hair; 
and microchipping techniques 

rounded out the morning.   
Again, the hard work of the few 

in planning and setup was also left 
to them for dismantle and clean up, 
as the masses fled to catch flights or 
to hit the road ahead of the weather.  

For me, this was a unique 
gathering that felt more like a 
Savanna family reunion than a 
weekend lecture and workshop. 
I hope others felt this way too. I 
have been waiting all weekend to 
take off the goat “tie of shame,” 
but as I do… I feel sad.   
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BRITISH BORN, CHARLES 
is a zoologist by training 
but moved into the 

higher academic and professional 
arena of “environmental impact 
assessment” … evaluating 
likely environmental impacts of 
a proposed project, including 
biophysical, socio-economic, 
cultural, and human-health impacts 
whether beneficial or adverse.  

His assignments have taken 
him around the world, working 
mostly as environmental 
advisor to the upstream oil 
and gas industry sector.  

Charles has published and 
presented a range of scientific 
papers from bird surveys in the 
U.K. and Africa … on the protection 
of biodiversity in the Caspian 

Sea … to describing environmental 
management requirements for oil 
exploration in Namibia. However, 
in the Zagros, remnants of this 
past existence and the “season 
rhythms” of rural Kurdish life can 
still be seen and felt. It was during 
an environmental baseline survey 
near the remote villages of Bnawy 
and Kani-bee that he came across 
several nomadic camps actively 
engaged in goat-milking with 
large herds seen meandering into 
the distance against a stunning 
mountain backdrop. In true 
nomadic custom, his curiosity 
was kindly rewarded when his 
team was invited to look closer 
and later join the head shepherd 
for chai (tea) with other herders 
in the main tent “reception room” 

and talk about matters of the day. 
Charles hopes these few images 
bring to life an old tradition that is 
under pressure from modern living 
and practices — but hopefully this 
way of life will not disappear. 

His education, work, travels, and 
passion for photography have led 
to a unique understanding in the 
diversity of subjects he endeavors 
to photograph — focusing on 
the extra-ordinary even when 
things may seem ordinary!   

Goatkeeping  
in the  
Zagros Mountains

Write to Charles at:  
charleswalkerphotography@gmail.com 
View his library of images at: 
charleswalkerphotography.com
instagram.com/charleswalkermsc
facebook.com/charles.walker.169405
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photo essay : : zagros mountains

In the Zagros, remnants of this
past existence and the “season

rhythms” of rural Kurdish life can
still be seen and felt.
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Large herds can be seen meandering into
the distance against a stunning mountain backdrop.

Charles hopes these few images
bring to life an old tradition that is
under pressure from modern  
living and practices — but  
hopefully this way of life will  
not disappear.
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MARK BENGTSON AND JODEY FULCHER 
were not raised as farmers or ranchers. 
Mark describes himself as a former city 

person raised in the New England area. While Jodey 
was raised in Georgia, working family farms during 
the summer, he also didn’t know that much about 
animal husbandry before he and Mark partnered 
together to create BF Farm. They began as a small, 
35-acre operation in Georgia but have since moved 
to Missouri. They now operate a 200-acre farm with 
three breeds of animals. Through trial and error, 
they have implemented a rotational grazing system 
that has allowed them to eventually stop using 
chemical deworming agents on their livestock.

When Mark and Jodey started out, they mostly 
had commercial cattle and goats without being very 
breed-specific. In the beginning, with their limited 
knowledge and small land area, parasites became 
prolific in their herd. They say they probably lost 
half of their goats in that first year. They almost gave 
up, but fortunately, they did some extensive research 
before giving in. Through their research, they learned 
about Kiko goats from New Zealand. These goats 
are descended from the various breeds that managed 
to escape their pens many years ago and flee into 
the mountains. Because New Zealand’s climate and 
landscape are very different from that to which goats 
are typically best adapted, these goats had to become 

tough to survive. Only those who tolerated 
the increased moisture, harsher winters, 
and could resist the greater number of 
parasites in the humid environment were 
able to reproduce. This shaped a very 
hardy, parasite-resistant breed. This is the 
breed of goats that Mark and Jodey chose 
to continue their farm operation. They 
made similar choices in other animals, 
choosing Kunekune pigs and Black 
Hereford cattle to round out the farm and 
help their rotational grazing plan to work.

While the Kiko goat’s increased 
resistance to parasites is a contributing 
factor, the rotational grazing system is what 
keeps BF Farm from needing chemical 
dewormers. On BF Farm, 50 acres are 
portioned into 12 fenced pastures. These 
pastures vary in size ranging from two to 
12 acres. The herds are divided by species 
and then by gender (although lactating 
mothers keep their young with them 
regardless of the gender of the offspring). 
Usually, the males and females are kept 
more than a single pasture apart to prevent 
overeager bucks from climbing the fences 
to get to the does. Herds are moved to a 

new pasture each week and will not return to pasture 
until at least six weeks have passed. By this point, all 
eggs and larvae left in the droppings will have died. 
Typically as goats are led to a new pasture, the pigs will 
occupy the pasture the goats just left. Cattle will then 
be moved to the pasture that the pigs have vacated. 
Because these three species have different preferences 
for natural feed, this does not cause overgrazing. 
The parasites that tend to plague these species also 
do not cross between 
these three, so even 
though there are still 
animals grazing in 
the pasture, it can 
still count toward the 
needed time before the 
first herd can return. 
Even the number of 
flies that pester a cattle 
operation has decreased 
since implementing 
rotational grazing 
because the cow pies 
are allowed to fully 
dry and break down 
without building up. 
Of the 150 acres that are 
not portioned into the 

ROTATIONAL 
GRAZING  
AT BF FARM by 

REBECCA SANDERSON

goat care 101 : : rotational grazing
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rotating pastures, most of the land 
is allowed to grow freely without 
much grass cutting. This builds a 
natural stockpile that can be used 
for the winter. Since parasites 
go dormant in below-freezing 
conditions, even just overnight 
frosts, rotational grazing is not as 
important during wintertime.

All animals, goats included, have 
parasites. Having some parasites is 
simply part of living and grazing. 
An animal becomes ill when the 
parasites found in their body 
become overpopulated. This can 
kill these animals very quickly. 
As the parasites that live in the 
intestinal tract of an animal lay 
eggs, those eggs are deposited in 
the animal’s feces. The eggs hatch 
and larvae emerge. The larvae have 
fat on their backs which sustains 
them until they can find a host. 
However, the parasites will be out 
of their reserves by six weeks’ time 
if they do not find a host, effectively 
disrupting the life cycle without 
further infection or reproduction. 
When animals graze, especially 
close to the ground as the feed is 
used up in a pasture, the animal 
ends up ingesting these eggs and 
larvae that then repopulate the 
intestinal tract. This is what causes 
the parasite overpopulation. Many 
farmers and ranchers spend a lot of 

· pesticide and attractant free f ly tape
· systems for every operation
· 24 hour f ly control
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money deworming their livestock. Every 
dollar you spend on deworming agents 
equals less revenue in your business, 
yet dead animals negate revenue even 
more. Yet another concern with chemical 
dewormers is the emergence of worms 
that are resistant, or able to survive, the 
deworming agent. When the parasites that survive 
deworming are resistant, they may be allowed to 
spread that resistance through an entire herd, making 
deworming both expensive and useless. By using 
rotational grazing and only bringing in deworming 
agents when necessary, you can reduce deworming 
resistance as well as increase your own revenue.

Most backyard homesteaders do not have 200 acres 
at their disposal for this large-scale rotational grazing 
project. However, the practices and methods can still 
be implemented on a much smaller scale. As long as 
you have at least four pastures, you can rotate your 
herd and help break the life cycle of the parasites. 
Ideally, you would want to let a pasture rest for six 
weeks before grazing it again, but even four weeks 
will allow a large number of the parasites to die off 
before they can reinfect your herd. If you have more 
than one species of animal, keeping them separate 
in the rotation can help the droppings to break 
down better and helps the plant life to rejuvenate 
by allowing the different varieties to grow back at 
different times. This way, a pasture is never fully 
stripped. One caution in having different species is 
to research the habits and temperament of a species 
before bringing them into your setup. Many breeds 
of pigs can be very rough and tear up a pasture, 
making it harder for the plants to proliferate. The 
Kunekune pigs at BF Farm were partially selected 
because they are less rough on their surroundings. 
A few more factors in the success of your rotational 
grazing include not overpopulating your acreage and 
buying from reputable breeders. How much livestock 
your land can support is determined in part by the 

quality of the feed in your pastures. It can also be 
influenced by zoning laws and access to water. Buying 
from reputable breeders helps you obtain healthy 
animals with good, traceable pedigrees. You want 
to start your operation with the best stock available, 
and that is worth a little extra time and money.

With planning, you can increase the health 
of your livestock by decreasing the number of 
parasites they carry. While the best operations have 
at least six pastures in their rotation, even a few 
pastures can decrease the parasite population.

Visit BF Farm’s Facebook page or website 
to see more about their Kiko goats, Kunekune 
pigs, and Black Hereford cattle!  

RESOURCES
Bengston, Mark. Personal Interview. Oct 3, 2018

Fulcher, Jodey. Personal Interview. Oct 3, 2018

Parasite Control with Multispecies and Rotational 
Grazing. Dr. Hart, Steve. https://kerrcenter.com/
wp-content/uploads/2014/04/hart_multispp_
presentation.pdf  Accessed Oct 1, 2018

goat care 101 : : rotational grazing

REBECCA SANDERSON grew up in a very small 
town in Idaho with a backyard full of chickens, goats,  
sometimes sheep and ducks, and other random  
animals in addition to the cats and dogs. She is  
now married with two little girls and loves the 
homesteading life! Her husband is very supportive 
(tolerant) of her continued experiments in making  
many items from scratch and he even helps  
sometimes.
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TO THOSE INEXPERIENCED WITH THE 
animal, goats can be shrouded in mystery. Or 
rather, the classic portrayal of them may not be 

quite true once the animal is in your yard and under 
your care. We’ve all seen the 
cartoon goat chewing on a tin 
can or heard that goats smell. 
Do they? Is the world ready to 
discover the truth about our 
capra friends? I believe so. The 
more educated people become 
about the myths and truths of 
goats, the more we can all love 
these animals and their antics. 

MYTH #1: GOATS STINK, 
RIGHT? WELL, SOMETIMES. 

Depending on the time of 
year and which way the wind 
is blowing. And hopefully it’s 
not blowing in your direction.  

Female goats never stink, 
nor do banded males. The 
only goats that truly smell are bucks when they are 
in rut. An intact male goat goes into rut when it is 
breeding season. His only desire during this time of 
year is to let all the lady goats know he is around and 

ready to fulfill their procreative wishes. Essentially, 
you’ll have an incredibly lovable goat smelling 
of musky, unwashed gym socks that got wet.   

How does a buck do this? Prepare for gross 
amazement and a dash of 
repulsiveness. Bucks spray 
urine over their chests, legs, and 
head, then wipe it on their sides 
as well. I know, I know: thank 
goodness humans use cologne. 
However, in the goat world, that 
buck now smells oh so pretty 
to all the ladies. Delightful.  

I promise that should you 
get it on you and go to work, 
your coworkers will become 
profoundly disturbed. Luckily, 
rutting season is only a few 
months of the year and that 
“pretty boy” smell only affects 
owners if they wish to keep 
intact males around. Otherwise, 
no, goats do not sm ell bad.  

MYTH #2: ONLY MALE GOATS HAVE HORNS.  
Wrong! Female goats have horns too, although 

they are generally smaller than the male’s horns. 

BUSTING  
GOATKEEPING 
MYTHS
by LACEY HUGHETT

goats & goat owners : : myth busting

It’s a camaraderie, an  
enchanting reverie that can 

only be had by caring  
for a goat soul day after day 

and building that  
relationship and being in 
the midst of never-ending  

work together.
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goats & goat owners: : myth busting

Using the presence or absence of horns on a goat is 
not a reliable way to determine the gender. Horns 
vary by the breed, and some breeds or genetic lines 
are naturally polled, meaning they do not have 
horns at all. On the opposite side of the spectrum, 
a rare occurrence can happen in which the goat is 
polycerate, meaning they have more than the typical 
two horns. Speaking as someone with a new, matching 
set of bruises from an accidental poke to the thigh, 
two horns is more than enough to bargain with.  

Additionally, just because a goat doesn’t have 
horns, that doesn’t mean it never did. Some owners 
choose to disbud their goats for a variety of personal 
reasons, and some choose to keep them intact. 
Anyone who has spent five minutes on a goat forum 
knows the debate about this choice is intense.  

MYTH #3: GOAT MILK AND MEAT TASTE BAD.  
Obviously, this is a matter of opinion, and mine is 

that goat milk and meat are delicious. Goat breeds 
with a higher butterfat content will produce creamier 
milk. I love goat milk and I have yet to find the sample 
to change my mind. I may just be a sucker for fresh 
milk, something that my ladies provide in abundance.  

Goat meat is similar to lamb or veal. The term 
“mutton” is used for both goat and sheep meat in 
many parts of the world. I find the meat of a goat to 
be on the gamey side, but not bad. Some owners are 
moving toward keeping meat and dairy mixes to get 
a good “dual purpose” type goat. It makes it simple 
to milk the females and eat the males. Milk or meat, 
this is something everyone will have to decide on their 
own. Try it with an open mind and be surprised.  

MYTH #4: GOATS EAT ANYTHING. 
Okay this is fairly true, but paradoxically also false. 

Goats can be the pickiest of eaters when they want 
to be. By this I mean they will turn their noses up 
at high quality feed but find a cardboard box in the 
recycling and tear it to bits like it’s a prized snack. 
Goats eat a lot of things that would come as a surprise. 
Things they maybe shouldn't. My herd murdered 
a 30-year-old Russian Olive tree, in cold blood, by 
eating all the bark off the base. They also did this to 
an apple tree. Bonus fact: Goats are rude. It’s true.  

MYTH #5: GOATS AREN’T REALLY GOOD FOR 
ANYTHING. 

This is so wrong yet somehow I find myself 
answering this question often. Many non-goat people 
don’t realize how universally versatile goats truly are. 
They are great for dairy products, meat, fiber, packing 
loads, pulling carts, manure for gardens, weed control, 
entertainment, as companion animals, and as pets. 
They can do so much and bring so much value to a 
homestead, farm, or working family. It’s phenomenal 
that one animal can provide so many services in a 
small affordable package. They are really the ideal 
livestock, especially for owners who are going to use 
them to the fullest. They make up for their usefulness 
by being rude. (I can’t compliment them too much, it 
goes straight to their heads.) 
 
MYTH #6: GOATS ARE MEAN.  

I imagine everyone has heard horror stories 
concerning folks being rammed by a goat. This is 
another cliché myth about goats that is seen in cartoons 
or folklore. In reality, goats are some of the kindest 
farm animals out there. I’ve built some beautiful 
relationships with my goats. There is something so 
peaceful and trusting about resting your head on the 
side of a doe, at the end of a long day, while milking 

A buck’s only desire 
during breeding  

season is to let all the lady 
goats know he is around 
and ready to fulfill their 

procreative wishes. How 
does he do this? Prepare 
for gross amazement and 
a dash of repulsiveness. 
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her. Being that close to an animal, 
listening to the farm settle down, 
and finishing the chores of the day 
is almost meditative. The girls will 
patiently wait or eat their milking 
bribe and get scratches and pet. It’s 
a camaraderie, an enchanting reverie 
that can only be had by caring for a 
goat soul day after day and building 
that relationship and being in the 
midst of never-ending work together. 
Goats can be a lot like dogs, and 
I truly treasure the bonds I have 
with my favorite herd members.  

MYTH #7: GOATS ARE ESCAPE  
ARTISTS. 

This is not a myth. This is not a drill.  
Goats are too smart for their own 

good, and a bored goat will find a 
way out. Okay, technically I know 
people keep goats in. But it sounds 
fake. I repair and replace fencing as 
needed, and every now and then I 
still get to witness the goat parade 
of celebration when they find a way 
out. This is helped by ensuring your 
goats have enough living space, 
giving them play areas and things 
to do, and frequently assessing your 
fencing. Don’t feel bad if they still 
escape. One of the biggest factors 
in ensuring your goats stay home 
is having the correct fencing. There 
are goat-specific panels that work 
wonders, but they can be expensive.  

The art of raising goats comes with 
many lessons and busted myths. Have 
you heard one that we haven’t? We’d 
love to hear your stories! Reach out to 
Goat Journal with your best myths!    
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LACEY HUGHETT is an artist, 
author, mom, and homesteader 
based out of Reno, Nevada. 
She focuses on sustainability, 
heritage breed preservation, and 
ethical animal raising. She has 
been raising poultry sinceshe 
was six years old. She be found 
on Instagram and Facebook 
at Hughett Heritage Farms. 
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Whether you want to raise a dairy barn 
full of milkers, one hundred meat goats for 
market, a herd of Angoras for mohair fiber, 
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easy to get started raising a healthy herd. 
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by TAMSIN COOPER

CAPRINE RESIDENTS AT BUTTERCUPS 
Sanctuary for Goats, England, starred in two 
European television documentaries: a BBC 

mini-series on farm animal behavior in December 
2018; and a France Télévisions documentary on goat 
intelligence in early 2019. 

The three-part British 
documentary, entitled Secret 
Life of Farm Animals, revealed 
the hidden talents and natural 
abilities of domestic animals 
that are largely unknown to the 
general public, including those 
of goats. These skills adapted 
their ancestors to living in the 
wild. Through these beautifully 
filmed scenes, we could wonder 
at how goats have applied their 
aptitudes to living with us. 

Two episodes featured stars 
from Buttercups. Rupert, an 
expert at pulling bolts and 
releasing latches, was caught 
on film opening doors with his 
nimble lips. Other goats at the 
refuge have learned from his example. Natalie, a Sable 
doe, frequently lets out her companions after Bob 
Hitch, founder of the sanctuary, has shut them in their 
stalls for the night.  

     In goats, sharp minds are accompanied by athletic 
bodies. The show highlighted goats’ amazing agility, 
using high definition slow motion photography. 
The film crew at BBC Wales artfully captured goats 
climbing, jumping, and reaching for leaves. 

Princess Leia is a Nubian 
goat doe who has learned to 
trust and follow staff. She and 
Bob demonstrated to viewers 
how she would look to him 
for help when she could not 
solve a food puzzle. Previously, 
researchers had found that dogs 
who could not access a treat 
would look to their owners 
for a solution, whereas wolves 
would continue to try and 
solve the issue by themselves. 
Through domestication, dogs 
have come to collaborate with 
humans, as they have been bred 
as working animals. Goats, 
on the other hand, have been 
bred as production animals, 
with little need to team up with 

people. Therefore, it was a surprise when researchers 
put goats through the unsolvable problem test and 
found that they too looked to humans for help. Bob 
replicated the test by placing a tidbit in a plastic box 

Goats on TV

SHELTER GOATS STAR IN CAPRINE INTELLIGENCE SHOWS 

Frequently described as 
“goat heaven,” 

Buttercups Sanctuary  
for Goats provides a 

safe place where goats 
have their health and 
comfort needs met for 
the rest of their lives.

goats & goat owners: : goats on tv
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that Princess already associated 
with treats. Then he closed the 
lid so that she could not access it. 
She pawed at it a few times, and 
then looked to Bob for assistance. 

The goats’ performance in 
cognition tests drew the attention 
of filmmaker Emma Baus. She 
took footage at Buttercups for her 
documentary Smart as a Goat for 
France 2. The 50-minute show 
explores goats’ intelligence and 
their ability to form bonds with 
humans. She travels from the 
French Alps, via Buttercups in 
the U.K., meeting tree-climbing 
goats in the Moroccan desert, 
and on to agility training and 
goat yoga in the United States. 

Buttercups is home for about 140 
goats. This large herd of all shapes 
and sizes has attracted behavioral 
researchers from Australia, Brazil, 
and all over Europe. Here goats 
from diverse backgrounds enjoy 
free-ranging in a naturalistic 
setting. The goats are tame and 
well-cared-for. A large sample of 
different kinds of goats can be 
studied, displaying a wide range 
of personalities and learning 
abilities. Researchers are interested 
in the nature of goat intelligence 
and emotion, including how goats 
learn and interact with people, and 
personality differences. They set up 
trials designed to stimulate natural 
goat behavior and recorded the 
participants’ reactions. Their aim 
is to understand goats thoroughly, 
so that we can optimize their care. 

Goats only take part in such 
ventures if they are willing. Some 
are still bearing psychological scars 
from their pre-sanctuary days. 
One group of Saanen goats was 
admitted after being subjected 
to much more unpleasant 
scientific trials: modeling the 
effects of decompression on 
the mammalian body for a 
government organization. The 
bends are a painful condition 
affecting divers who surface too 
quickly. The goats remember the 
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pain and, even after years of gentle treatment at the 
sanctuary, fear that humans will lead them to more 
trials. For the experiments, they were required to 
be fit and healthy. Consequently, they have learned 
to feign a limp if they see a human approach with 
collar and leash, remembering that they would 
not be selected for experimentation when sick. 

Goats are brought to Buttercups for many reasons: 
their owners may no longer be able to look after them 
due to difficulties such as 
health or financial issues; 
others are unprepared 
for the time and labor 
commitment involved 
in keeping goats; some 
goats are found stray or 
abandoned; and some 
arrive from projects that 
were closed down. Sadly, 
goats’ recent internet 
popularity tempts people 
to keep pet goats without 
understanding how to 
meet their needs. Media 
coverage of cognition 
research has reinforced 
the view that goats can 
be kept like pet dogs. 
This misunderstanding 
results in improper 
care or the need to rehome. Goats that have 
been kept in solitary conditions arrive with 
considerable psychological damage. 

Pippa was raised by humans from the age of six 
months. She was well-cared-for, but lived without 
the company of other goats until she arrived at the 
sanctuary at two years old. As staff member Matt 

Huggins explains, “There was one crucial issue, and 
that was the fact that she had grown up with no other 
goats around her. This meant that Pippa had not 
had the opportunity to develop the necessary social 
skills required to successfully and comfortably live 
alongside the other goats of the herd.” Suddenly faced 
with a large herd of strange goats and many new 

humans, Pippa was initially 
frightened to the point of 
aggression toward both 
people and other goats. 
She threw butts at anyone 
who approached, posing 
a danger to both humans 
and herd members. First 
staff had to gain her trust, 
before she could be left 
alone with the herd and 
visitors. While the other 
goats were off grazing, 
staff would let her out of 
her stable to wander the 
yard. She slowly befriended 
them, following them 
around, and even lying 
down beside them during 
breaks. Matt found that 
“she would become a totally 

different goat during those few hours of peace and 
quiet.”  This prompted staff to build her a separate 
pen alongside the herd’s grazing.“ By interacting 
with the rest of the herd through the fence, she began 
to understand the very basics of the skills she had 
been lacking.” Over the years she has gradually 
learned to tolerate other goats and respond to 

The goats’ performance in  
cognition tests drew the  

attention of filmmaker Emma 
Baus. She took footage at  

Buttercups for her documentary 
Smart as a Goat. The show  
explores goats’ intelligence  

and their ability to form 
bonds with humans. 

goats & goat owners: : goats on tv
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familiar carers. She now runs with the herd, only 
using the pen during busy periods, which she still 
finds overwhelming. She has even made caprine 
friends. Matt stresses the value of 
knowing each individual’s needs 
and observes that “one of the 
most overlooked aspects of goat 
welfare is their need for social 
interaction and stimulation.” 

Pippa’s story demonstrates 
how goats who have experienced 
inappropriate husbandry can take 
a few years to recover. Research 
on site confirmed that even goats 
with traumatic pasts assume an 
optimistic outlook after several 
years of loving care. Indeed, 
the sanctuary runs a “Guardian 
Angel” scheme where a supporter 
chooses an individual to befriend. 
Guardians visit their assigned 
goat regularly to get to know each 
other and help the goat settle in. 

Princess Leia was nervous of 
all new people and goats when 
she arrived in a family group 
of Nubians. Matt Huggins became her guardian 
and worked at gaining her confidence with treats, 

grooming, and training. He started by rewarding her 
for coming to her name. Now, she responds with a 
bleat when he calls. These days it is she who calls 
him, and he finds himself walking in her direction 
without even thinking. She has him well-trained! 

The love works both ways: 
volunteers enjoy the therapeutic 
effect of caring for goats, while 
the goats enjoy interaction with 
friendly people. Three caprine 
residents, Bill, Davy, and Mary, 
participated in animal-assisted 
therapy during their placement 
at the Kenward Trust, where 
recovering alcoholics took 
responsibility for their care. 

Frequently described as “goat 
heaven,” Buttercups Sanctuary 
for Goats provides a safe place 
where goats have their health and 
comfort needs met for the rest of 
their lives. It is a center of learning 
and research, where students 
and carers learn goat husbandry 
and scientists investigate 
their behavior. It is a place of 
tranquility and escape from 
the stresses of modern living. It 

also makes a fun day out, adding tourism to the 
many benefits that goat-kind provides.  

Sadly, goats’ recent 
internet popularity 

tempts people to keep 
pet goats like pets 

without understand-
ing how to meet their 

needs. This misun-
derstanding results 
in improper care or 

the need to rehome. 

TAMSIN COOPER is a smallholder and goat keeper in France. She follows the latest 
research on behavior, welfare and sustainability, and mentors on animal welfare courses. 
Find her at goatwriter.com.
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MBUZI:  
GOATS IN ZAMBIA

by 
MARISSA AMES

GOAT JOURNAL EDITOR MARISSA AMES 
and her husband visit Zambia annually, 
where they work with a nonprofit focusing 

on education and uplifting the community. The 
I Am Zambia academy teaches career skills to 
vulnerable young women. Marissa arrived in 
January 2019 with a twofold focus: to teach aspects 
of online media to the girls and to explore different 
agricultural avenues available to Zambian farmers. 
The trip resulted in a working relationship with 
Mr. David Daka, who heads up the educational 
focus of Livestock Services in Lusaka. Mr. Daka 
organized classes for the students, taught by 
veterinarian Singole Arnold, about how to start 
goat-keeping and broiler chicken businesses. 

On a field trip about an hour’s drive outside 
Lusaka, 11 students traveled to Penguin Goat Farm, 
overseen by Dr. Singole Arnold and Mr. Craig Daka, 
where they learned about goat husbandry while 
exercising their research and photography skills. 

Though husbandry methods can vary 
internationally, Marissa was excited to learn that it 
didn’t differ much from how it is done in the U.S. 
Most goats kept by small-scale farmers are the breed 
indigenous to Zambia, multicolored and similar 
in conformation to West African Dwarf varieties. 
They are kept primarily for meat though some 
farmers do own milk goats. Forage and feed also 
differ, and Zambian goats have glossy coats that 
show no lack of minerals, though African farmers 
do deal with higher danger of parasites, especially 
Haemonchus contortus, or barber pole worm. Some 
people serve as goat merchants, purchasing goats 
from farmers for as low as K100 ($10) and selling 
them in the city for as high as K400 ($40.) 

After the students returned from their 
trip, they teamed up to report on what they 
learned. These are excerpts from their reports. 
(Much of the spelling and language has been 
preserved to represent regional dialects.) 

goats & goat owners: : mbuzi
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Foraging for food 
is something goats 
are born to do. 
Standlee Premium 
Western Forage® 
makes feeding your 
goat easier with the 
introduction of a new 
high protein and 
fiber option, Standlee 
Organic Alfalfa 
Pellets. Give your 
goats the best so  
they feel their best.

Recommended for:

standleeforage.com

THERE’S A NEW KID 
ON THE BLOCK

GIVE YOUR GOATS 
THE NUTRITION 
THEY DESERVE

I Am Zambia is an organisation that helps 
girls to learn about different skills. On January 
23, 2019 we visited a farm in Meanwood 
Nkosi to learn about goat farming. 

Goats are animals that are kept by goat 
farmers. Goats have a large stomach which 
is divided into four chambers namely the 
rumen, reticulum, omasum, and abomasum. 
They have horns and a distinctive colour. 
Goats also need their hooves trimmed. 
Name tags is what differentiates them.  

Goats mature when they are five to six 
months old. They give birth twice in a year and 
they mate for production purposes. Does help 
themselves when giving birth. After giving birth 
they become weak, so they are given medicine 
called iodine tincture, which is used to clean 
their wombs. Bucks are castrated to avoid a bad 
smell and are kept in a well-ventilated place. 

Their favourite food is grass, sometimes they 
are fed with maize bran locally known as “gaga.” 

— By Bertha Mwamba, Fellen Zimba,  
and Dorothy Muchenga

Mbuzi means “goat” in Chinyanja, the  
primary language spoken in the city of Lusaka. 
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goats & goat owners: : mbuzi

Our tour was to find out more about goats, 
how there are kept, fed, live, and how you 
know when there are sick. In our tour we 
found out that goats are mammals kept by 
humans in villages and farms for food such 
as meat and others keep for livestock. 

Goats are supposed to be kept in a clean 
environment, given enough food and clean 
water available at all times so that the goats 
grow well and healthy. Goats have four stomachs 
and they eat during the day, because when it 
is dark there cannot see clearly. Goats like salt 
for sodium chloride and it is an appetiser. Goats 
feed on grass and maize bran. Goats don’t 
bathe because they hate water, but they keep 
themselves clean by eating natural vegetation. 

When a goat is sick, you will know by the 
way it behaves. It won’t be active. It will 
spend most of its time sleeping and it won’t 
eat much food. When a goat eats plastic, it 
blocks the passage for gas and may cause 
harm which may result in the death of a goat. 
The other thing that kills goats are worms 
which are called Haemonchus. These worms 
suck blood from goats and cause death. 

— By Eneless, Miyoba, and Felistus
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 When you want to start keeping goats, you need 
to have five does to one buck and when they mate 
a female goat gives birth to either a male or female. 
Female goat must be given an iodine tincture to clean 
the womb, and the new goats mature between five 
to seven months and it can either be eaten or sold. 

There are three things that must be done on the 
goats. The first one is it should be vaccinated. Secondly, 
deworming every three months and the third, it must be 
injected through the mouth to control the external parasite. 

 You have to put tags on goats for identification; for 
example, blue can symbolise female and red male. 

Challenges of keeping goats: they like leaves 
more than sheep. They eat much more than they 
are supposed to eat, and they like clean water. 

 Conclusion: We enjoyed our trip because it 
was educational, and we got motivated such that 
we wish to have our own goat farm one day. 

— By Deborah, Salome, Rejoice, Esther, and Miriam   

For more information, visit iamzambia.org or I Am Zambia’s Facebook page.
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EARLY SPRING IS OFTEN WHEN MOST kidding 
takes place, but eventually spring turns to 
summer and it’s time for weaning. Dairy goats 

can be weaned in much the same way as any other 
type of goat, but since milk production of the dam 
is probably more important than for other types of 
goats, that is the focus here. It’s important not only 
to know when to wean goats, 
but also to do it in a way that 
minimizes stress and ensures the 
ongoing health and production 
of those hard-working milkers. 

I’ve been raising goats for 
milk for about 10 years and I’ve 
raised my kids several different 
ways during that time.  Some 
have been exclusively dam-
raised, some exclusively bottle-
raised, and some a combination 
of the two. Depending on the 
technique you choose for how to 
raise goats, the method for how 
and when to wean will vary. 

Weaning dairy goats can be 
stressful, but you can reduce the amount of stress 
for yourself, as well as for the dam and kids, if you 
follow these guidelines. First, decide when you want 
to wean. As a general rule, I like my kids to be on 

milk for at least three months. Some goat owners feed 
milk for a shorter or longer length of time, but this 
has worked well for me. I find that it gives the kids 
a really good start in life while also giving me access 
to the mother’s milk for at least six to eight more 
months before drying them off for the next season.

As you decide specifically when to start weaning, 
consider what else will be going 
on in your life, as well as in the 
life of your goats, around that 
time. For instance, if your goats 
are going to a show right as the 
kids are turning the appropriate 
age for weaning, you’ll probably 
want to wait until a few days to 
a week after you return home 
to start weaning. This will 
give them a chance to recover 
from the stress of the show and 
transportation, and to be sure 
no one is getting sick. Likewise, 
if you have a vacation planned 
or are anticipating something 
else disruptive in your own life, 

you may choose to wean a little earlier or a little later 
to prevent overlap with these potentially busy times. 

Once you’ve decided when to begin weaning dairy 
goats, decide how to do it. This decision will be based 

Tips for  
Weaning Dairy Goats 

KNOWING WHEN TO WEAN GOATS CAN 
REDUCE STRESS FOR YOU AND THEM 

As you decide  
specifically when to start 
weaning, consider what 
else will be going on in 
your life, as well as in 
the life of your goats, 

around that time. 

dairy goats : : weaning goats

by  KATE JOHNSON
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on how your goats are raised. 
Although there are many hybrid 
options for raising kids, we’ll 
discuss: dam-raised vs bottle-raised. 

  
WEANING DAM-RAISED KIDS 

Weaning dairy goats that are 
exclusively raised by their dams 
is sometimes easier than weaning 
bottle-raised kids. Those kids are 
more likely to be taking in other 
sources of food and water earlier 
than bottle-raised kids, because 
they imitate what they see their 
own mother doing. This means they 
already know how to supplement 
their thirst and hunger better 
than those bottle babies. Secondly, 
mamas might decide when to wean 
those babies, and if you’re 
not planning to use the milk 
for yourself, this is always 
the easiest and most natural 
way to wean. Once those 
babies start getting bigger 
and pushier, many does 
will kick them off the udder. 
But if you want access to 
the milk before she weans 
them herself, you’ll need 
to find a way to separate 
them from each other. 

One challenge of weaning 
dam-raised goats is that they 

are often bonded after spending all 
that time together. This can cause 
a lot more stress, especially to that 
baby who has had unlimited access 
to its mama and her milk for its 
entire life. I like mine to be in an 
area where they can still see each 
other and maybe even stand next 
to the fence together, but that fence 
needs to be secure enough that 
those wily little babies don’t figure 
out how to nurse right through 
it! Sometimes if I have goats that 
are particularly bonded or very 
stressed about being separated, I 
might start by separating just for a 
few hours, then maybe overnight, 
and then gradually increase the 
time until they realize that they can, 

in fact, survive without each other. 
Also be careful that you don’t 

stop milking the dam too suddenly, 
as this is a recipe for discomfort, 
mastitis, or other problems in 
the doe. If you’re going to take 
the babies away from their dam, 
you need to step in and milk her, 
at least for a while. Depending 
on whether you want to keep 
the dam’s milk production up 
for showing and/or so that you 
can have all that yummy milk 
for yourself, you’ll either have to 
milk more or milk less. When I 
wean babies from my show goats, 
I step in and milk at least twice a 
day, to make sure the dam is both 
comfortable and maintains her 

Be careful that you don’t 
stop milking the dam too 

suddenly, as this is a recipe 
for discomfort, mastitis, or 

other problems in the doe. If 
you’re going to take the ba-
bies away from their dam, 

you need to step in and milk 
her, at least for a while. 
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milk production. If I’m weaning 
kids from a dam that I don’t want 
to continue milking, I will need 
to milk for a while but will take 
my cues from how much she’s 
producing. I will check her udder 
about 12 hours after I’ve pulled her 
kids and if it’s not too hard, wait 
a little longer. If it’s hard as a rock 
at 12 hours, I know it’s going to 
take a while to gradually milk her 
down. Either way, pay attention 
to how much and how quickly 
she is filling up, and gradually 
spread out the time between 
milkings to reduce her production. 

WEANING BOTTLE-RAISED  
BABIES

Weaning dairy goats that have 
been bottle-raised is generally 
easier than weaning dam raised 
kids, at least in my experience. They 
are already used to being separated 
from their dams and this means 
you have also already figured out 
another plan for the dam, whether 
you have dried her off or have 
continued milking her. Now it’s just 
a matter of gradually reducing the 
amount of milk and the number of 
bottles you are giving your babies 

each day. If you’re at two feedings a 
day, drop it to one. Then eventually 
drop that one feeding altogether.   

You can also reduce the amount 
of milk at each feeding before 
you start reducing the number 
of feedings, giving them two 
bottles a day at first, but only 
filling those bottles with half 
as much milk. Then drop one 
feeding, and eventually drop 
the second feeding. Be sure that 
you have plenty of fresh water 
and hay available for them.   

I often coincide weaning my 
babies with when they go out on 
pasture with their dams. I don’t 
let my babies out to pasture prior 
to about three months because 
we have coyotes in our area, and 
even though we do have a guard 
llama with them, I like the kids 
to be a little bigger. By letting 
them start on pasture around the 
same time I’m weaning them, I 
find that both the distraction of 
going out on an adventure with 
the herd, as well as the extra 
food they’re taking in from the 
grass and plants, helps to reduce 
the complaining on their part. 

One last word about weaning 

dairy goats that has as much to do 
with generally caring for goats as 
it does with the weaning process 
itself: Goats are herd animals and 
should always have at least one 
friend with them. This means 
that if you have a single doe and 
a single kid, weaning is going to 
be a lot more stressful for both 
of them if it means they have to 
be alone during the process.  It’s 
best if they each can have a friend 
to make life (and weaning) a 
little more bearable for all.   

KATE JOHNSON  
runs a cheesemaking school  

at theartofcheese.com,  
raises dairy goats at 
briargatefarm.com,  

and is an active volunteer  
with the Boulder County 

4-H program. She’s also a 
member of the Colorado 
Dairy Goat Association.

Weaning dairy goats 
that have been  
bottle-raised is  

generally easier than 
weaning dam raised 
kids. It’s just a matter 
of gradually reducing 

the amount of milk and 
the number of bottles 
you are giving your 
babies each day. 

dairy goats : : weaning goats
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goat milk and cheese : : listeria prevention

FOR THE HOME CHEESEMAKER who 
might be worried about contaminants 
like listeria, prevention is key to 

ensuring that your cheese is safe.   
Food safety is a critical part of all food 

preparation and production, but it might be even 
more important when making cheese. Why? 
Because milk is the perfect host for growing an 
assortment of bacteria, yeast, and molds due to 
the sugars and nutrients it contains. Sometimes 
we want these things to grow (as in the cultures 
that we intentionally add to milk when making 
cheese), and sometimes we don’t. In addition, 
the conditions under which most cheese is made 
— warmth and humidity — makes for the exact 
environment that many contaminants thrive in. 

Not to scare you off from making your own 
cheese at home, but in addition to listeria 
prevention, we want to avoid other nasty bugs 
including E. coli, salmonella, Clostridium botulinum, 
and campylobacter. Heady stuff and enough to 
make you wonder if it’s worth the risk? I say, 
whole-heartedly, yes! But take steps to ensure 
your homemade cheese is the safest it can be. 

First, let’s look at how contaminants can get 
in your cheese in the first place. Many of these 
microorganisms naturally occur in the world, 
just waiting to find a place to grow and thrive. 
There can be several points of entry into your 
cheese. The milk itself could be contaminated, the 
cheesemaking equipment could contain residues 
from improper cleaning, or the environment 
(including the kitchen counter, your hands, 
your aging space, etc.) could be the culprit. 
So, with all potential contaminants including 
listeria, prevention is your best defense. 

The two places it is most important to 
focus your attention when addressing listeria 
prevention are the milk and the environment. 
Let’s start with milk quality:  

LISTERIA  
PREVENTION 

FOR THE  
HOME CHEESEMAKER 

HOW DO YOU GET LISTERIA OR 
OTHER FOOD-BORN ILLNESSES? 

by  KATE JOHNSON
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MILK CONSIDERATIONS
1.  Raw vs. Pasteurized: When 
milk comes out of the animal, it 
is raw. For centuries that’s how 
people drank milk. Usually that 
went well, but sometimes it didn’t. 
Especially when people moved to 
cities and the animals they milked 
were in crowded, unsanitary 
situations that led to outbreaks of 
foodborne illnesses and deaths. 
Pasteurization — heating milk 
to a certain temperature for a 
certain amount of time — was 
a real lifesaver because it killed 
most of the pathogens that made 
people sick. Pasteurization can 
be an important step to listeria 
prevention. But it also kills a lot of 
good stuff (think probiotics) and 
it can damage the milk structure, 
so now many people are trying to 
get raw milk back in their diets. 
We don’t have time or space 
to address this issue in detail 
here, as it’s quite complicated 
and somewhat controversial. 
But there are pros and cons 
to working with raw milk, so 
make sure you fully understand 
both the risks and benefits.   

The FDA has specific rules for 
the use of raw milk in cheeses 
made in regulated creameries. 
One of those is the 60-day rule, 
which says that any cheese made 
with raw milk needs to age for at 
least 60 days. Home cheesemakers 
are encouraged to follow these 
same guidelines. Many do, and 
many don’t. But it is easy to 
learn how to pasteurize milk.    

Unfortunately, this 60-day rule 
is often applied in a way that can 
actually make your cheese less 
safe instead of more. The rule 
was intended for harder, drier 
cheeses — the ones we typically 
age for a while. These cheeses have 
a lower moisture content and so 
the possibility of listeria and other 
pathogens surviving and thriving 
is lower. However, sometimes 
cheesemakers make soft, high-
moisture cheeses with raw milk, 

then try to make them compliant 
with the 60-day rule by waiting 
longer to consume them. This 
practice creates conditions exactly 
right for those bad bugs to thrive. 

2.  Farm-fresh vs. Store-bought: 
Milk that is commercially available 
undergoes a lot of testing and the 
producers have to follow strict 
regulations, which helps with 
listeria prevention. This doesn’t 
guarantee safety, as we have all 
heard of problems that occurred 
even in regulated facilities, and 
often with foods other than 
dairy products. But at least there 
are standards, and for the most 
part, this works pretty well.   

If you choose to use raw milk 
for cheesemaking, chances are 
you’re getting it directly from the 
farm (unless you live in a state 
where you can get it at the grocery 
store). As much as is possible, it’s 
important to know how that milk 
is handled as well as the health 
of the animals it came from. If 
the animals are your own, you 
have a lot of control over this. If 

you’re getting your milk from 
another farm or producer, ask 
some questions. What type of 
testing is done on the animals? 
For instance, I do a mastitis test 
on my does every week so I can 
catch problems early if they should 
occur. What kind of testing is done 
on the milk itself, and how often? 
There are labs that do a full raw 
milk panel to let you know if you 
have any alarming contaminants 
which you may not have known 
about. It’s wise to do this testing 
at least once a month. How is milk 
handled in the milk house? After 
milking, the milk should be rapidly 
cooled as quickly as possible, and 
if making cheese from it, should 
be used as fresh as possible. 

3.  Milk Storage and Handling:  
Because warm milk creates 
conditions perfect for 
microorganisms to grow 
exponentially, it’s crucial that milk 
be kept as cold as possible until 
ready for your cheesemaking. A 
temperature of 40 degrees F or 
lower is necessary to keep milk 

Many microorganisms naturally occur in the world, 
just waiting to find a place to grow and thrive. There 

can be several points of entry into your cheese. 

goat milk and cheese : : listeria prevention
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safe. When it comes to listeria 
prevention, this will not be 
enough, as listeria can thrive at 
even cold temperatures. But it’s 
still important to keep milk cold to 
avoid other potential problems. 
Another consideration if you use 
the milk from your own animals is 
that your milking equipment and 
storage containers need to be clean 
and sterile. It does you no good to 
have a healthy animal providing 
good, clean milk if you just go and 
put that milk into a dirty container.  

CLEAN, CLEAN, CLEAN! 
1.  Clean and Sanitize: Clean 
milk is important, but a clean 
environment is just as important, 
if not more. Make sure all your 
equipment is clean. Remember, 
you can’t sanitize something 
that isn’t clean. These are the 
basic steps to proper cleaning: 

• Rinse in cold water first. 

• Wash to remove food and  
 other residues. 

• Rinse again. 

• If needed, use vinegar or another  
 acid wash to remove milk buildup,  
 also known as milk stone. 

Once everything is clean, 
it can be sanitized.  There are 
several ways you can do this: 

• Put everything in hot water  
 and pasteurize it (145 degrees  
 for 30 minutes or 161 degrees  
 for 30 seconds); or 

• Soak everything in a bleach   
 solution (one tbsp bleach in  
 one gallon of water); or  

• Use a dairy-safe sanitizer such as 
 StarSan (follow label instructions); 
 or

• If using an automatic dishwasher,  
 set it on the sanitize setting. 

2.  Target Food Safety with Zones: 
It’s usually obvious that anything 
coming in contact with the milk 
and cheese needs to be clean and 
sanitized. But sometimes it’s easy 
to forget the areas outside the 
actual pot of milk that are just as 
important to avoid other types 
of cross-contamination. Here’s 
a quick overview to help you be 
aware of other places where food 
safety can be compromised: 

Zone 1 — Food contact zone. 

Hands, utensils, pots, counters, 
cheesecloth, forms, etc. 

Use paper towels or freshly cleaned 
and sanitized tea towels to dry. 

 Zone 2 — Areas of possible 
contamination near your 
cheesemaking space. 

Sink, refrigerator handle, faucet, 
cell phone, water glass, computer. 

Zone 3 — Areas of possible 
contamination further away 
from your cheesemaking space. 

Door handles, outdoors, barnyard,  
animals, etc. 

Thinking about listeria 
prevention  might invoke paranoia 
and fear in many cheesemakers. 
By following these guidelines, 
as well as using good common 
sense, it is possible to avoid many 
of the possible problems.  

 

Proudly Made in Vermont by 
High Country Aluminum Products 

 Tel 802-281-8245            
   Toll Free 877-274-2721 

www.HighCountryAluminum.com 
More info & photos of stands at: 

www.BirchRidgeFarm.com/
goatstands.html 

Aluminum folding goat stands 

THE BACCHUS-JOHNSON 
SHIELD

The BEST  
Goat Anti-Mating Apron

•  HELPS PREVENT UNWANTED BREEDING

•  HELPS PREVENT URINE SCALD

•  LESS STRESS ON THE BUCK & THE HERD

www.houseofbacchuspetsupplies.com

Adjustable and comes in a variety of sizes to 
accomodate bucks of all breeds and ages. 

Made of durable, water-resistant fabric. 
Weighted and will center itself as  

the goat moves.

For a more in-depth look at food safety in 
cheesemaking, here are some good resources: 

cheesesociety.org/events-education/best-practices- 
guide-for-cheesemakers/ 

culturecheesemag.com/cheese-iq/coming-clean-listeria 

guides.cheesesociety.org/safecheesemakinghub
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FOOD SAFETY 
 FOR THE HOME CHEESEMAKER

ZONE 3: 
Areas of possible  

contamination further  
away from your  

cheesemaking space. 
Door handles, outdoors, 
barnyard, animals, etc.

by  
KATE JOHNSON

ZONE 1: 
Food contact zone.  

Hands, utensils, pots,  
counters, cheesecloth, 
forms, etc. Use paper  

towels or freshly 
cleaned and sanitized 

tea towels to dry.

ZONE 2: 
Areas of possible  

contamination near your 
cheesemaking space.  

Sink, refrigerator  
handle, faucet, cell phone, 

water glass, computer.

FOOD SAFETY ZONES

THE MILK
Obtain raw milk from animals tested 
clean of a range of milk-borne  
diseases. If you are unsure of test  
results, pasteurize milk first.

COLLECTION METHODS 
Disinfect teats and your own hands. 
Always collect milk into a sanitized 
container. Refrigerate if you are not 
going to use immediately.

THE MAKE
Always use clean and sanitized  
equipment for crafting your cheeses.

THE AGING TIME 
Hard cheeses should be aged at least 
60 days before consumption. Soft 
cheeses should be refrigerated after 
initial ripening.  

BACTERIA 101
Culturing dairy products produces the 
perfect environment for both beneficial  
and harmful bacteria to thrive, so  
hygiene is crucial during all steps of 
production. 

Possible contamination includes Esche-
richia coli (E. coli), Listeria monocyto-
genes, Salmonella enterica and Salmonel-
la bongori, Clostridium botulinum, and 
various Campylobacter strains. These 
bacteria can cause the cheese to culture 
improperly, can make you sick, or can 
even cause death. Because of this, preg-
nant women or those with compromised 
immune systems are advised to avoid soft 
cheeses such as Brie and Camembert, es-
pecially when they are unsure whether 
the cheeses were crafted with raw milk.
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secret life of goats : : spider goats

by  
THERESA MILLER 

photos by  
ANDREW D. JONES

the Spectacular Spider Goats!

MEET LILLY, THE AMAZING SPIDER GOAT. 
Lilly doesn't climb walls or wear a mask, and 
she wasn’t bitten by a radioactive spider. Her 

spider DNA is no accident. She was born with it. She is 
part of a herd of about 40 transgenic BELE and Saanan 
goats with a spider silk gene in their genome. Because 
of that gene, they create the protein that makes up 
spider dragline silk as part of their milk. That protein 
can be extracted in a lab then used to make anything 
from strong, flexible bullet-proof vests to a better way to 
transport life-saving vaccines. She may not know she's a 
super goat, but that doesn't stop her from saving lives. 

Lilly and her herd live at the Utah State University 
South Farm Research Center. Like other dairy goats, 
they have a green pasture and warm barn where they 
are fed twice a day and milked three times a day. 
Unlike most dairy goats they are under 24-hour video 

USING A SMALL PROTEIN TO CHANGE THE WORLD IN A BIG WAY 

Lilly is the black goat among the white 
ones. She is a genetic throwback to the 
BELE (Breed Early Lactate Early) originally 
developed by Nexia Technologies. 
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surveillance and have three veterinarians on call at any 
time. Their herdsmen are undergraduate students who 
not only feed and milk them, but interact with them to 
provide some enrichment while they’re in the barn. 

DAIRY GOATS TO SPIDER GOATS 
Justin A. Jones started working with spider silk 

and goats as a graduate student more than 20 
years ago under Randy Lewis at the University of 
Wyoming. He helped to create the original herd 
of transgenic goats in 2002. Today he heads the 
spider silk laboratory at Utah State University.   

I asked Justin how he got the spider silk DNA 
into the goats. He told me that although techniques 
have changed, they created the original line with 
a technique called somatic cell nuclear transfer.  

“You superovulate them [the goats] and collect 
the eggs,” he said. “Then you take a somatic cell 
line, so a skin cell line, from goats and you introduce 
the gene into the nucleus of the skin cells, and you 
can grow that in cell culture. Then, once you know 
that your gene is in there, and that your cell line 
is happy, you can actually pull the nucleus out of 
that somatic cell and put it in to that egg and then 
re-implant that into a goat that's receptive.”   

MILK, SWEAT, AND TEARS 
The lab conducted a study to look for what they 

call ectopic expression of the spider silk proteins. 
They checked to see if goats like Lilly showed any 
changes other than the additional protein in their milk. 
They found tiny amounts of the protein in the sweat 
glands, tear ducts, and salivary glands. “Mammary 
glands look very similar to salivary glands, which 
looks very similar to the glands that we have for 
tears secretion in our eyes, and sweat glands in the 
skin,” said Justin. “Otherwise, the goats are perfectly 
normal, you know, they behave the same, they eat 
the same, they're just perfectly normal goats.” 

MILK TO SILK  
The first step in the milk-to-silk process is milking 

the goats. Then that milk goes into a freezer. Three 
times a week four undergraduate students pull the 
milk out, thaw it, and put it through the purification 
process. First, they remove the fat from the milk, 
then filter out smaller proteins. Next, they use a 
method of selective precipitation called “salting 
out” to cause the spider silk protein to separate. 
They wash the resulting solid to remove the salt, 
whey, and any remaining non-silk proteins.  

“Our solvation technique is relatively 
straightforward and maybe even a little bit strange. We 
take our purified spider silk protein, we put it in water, 
where we create a suspension, and then we throw it in 

a sealed vial and place it in a microwave.” This creates 
heat and pressure, the key ingredients necessary to turn 
the proteins into a liquid state. From there they can 
turn it into the fibers, films, foams, adhesives, gels, and 
sponges necessary to create a multitude of products.

 
WHY GOATS?  

Spider farming seems like the logical way to get 
spider silk, but spiders are territorial and kill each 
other when kept too close together. This created a need 
to find more cost-effective ways to create the super 
tough silk. In additions to goats, Justin’s lab also works 
with transgenic E. coli and silkworms. With E. coli, 
the lab goes through an intensive process to grow the 
bacteria and extract the silk. Silkworms produce a 
silk most like that of an actual spider. Goats, however, 
produce the raw material much greater volume. 
Each goat produces about eight liters of milk a day. 
With an average of two grams of spider silk protein 
per liter, that means each goat averages 16 grams of 
the valuable protein per day. Besides, who wouldn’t 
rather work with goats than bacteria or worms?  

 
SILK TO PRODUCT   

Synthetic spider silk creates more products than 
one would think. Justin’s lab has made carbon fiber 
replacement from the spider silk protein. “So rather 
than, you know, having to use the feedstocks that 

Spider farming seems like the 
logical way to get spider silk,  

but spiders are territorial  
and kill each other when 
kept too close together. 

Silkworms produce a silk most 
like that of an actual  

spider. Goats, however,  
produce the raw material at a 

much greater volume. 

secret life of goats : : spider goats
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THERESA MILLER lives in a small ranching town in Idaho, where she and 
her husband own and operate a small engine repair shop called Cycles, 
Sleds, & Saws. Her spare time is divided between reading, writing, cooking, 
gardening, picking huckleberries, and learning new things. Her favorite 
hobby is talking to people about things they are passionate about.

you would normally use to produce carbon fiber, 
that aren't that reliable, you can use this recombinant 
spider silk and colonize it and it actually works better 
than the standard carbon fiber carbon stocks.” 

They’ve also created an adhesive that in certain 
applications works better than Gorilla Glue. 
However, Justin gets the most excited about medical 
applications. “We've done some vaccine stabilization 
studies with this goat-derived protein where you 
can selectively encapsulate a vaccine, for instance, in 
spider silk such that you no longer have to keep the 
vaccine cold. It doesn't work for every vaccine, but you 
can imagine that would make getting a vaccine to the 
central parts of Africa much easier if you don't have to 
maintain a cold chain. We've also coated intravenous 
catheters with our goat derived spider silk materials 

and it solves, or at least looks like it can solve, a 
number of problems with intravenous catheters such 
as infections, bloodstream as well as site infections, 
and occlusions of intravenous catheters,” he said. 

 
THE BEST PART 

Although the goal is to get a product out that 
benefits mankind, particularly in health applications, 
Justin said, “I guess everybody's favorite part is 
when you've got 40 or 50 brand new kids running 
around. They're just adorable creatures.” The lab 
synchronizes all the does to reduce the burden 
the goat herdsmen, and they all birth in a really 
nice heated barn. These kids will be more than 
just friendly neighborhood spider goats, they will 
work for the betterment of all… and treats.   

In some vaccine stabilization 
studies with this goat-derived 
protein, you can selectively  

encapsulate a vaccine in  
spider silk such that you no 

longer have to keep the vaccine 
cold. It doesn't work for every 
vaccine, but you can imagine 

that would make getting a  
vaccine to the central parts of 
Africa much easier if you don't 
have to maintain a cold chain. 
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BREED PROFILE: 

SAVANNA GOATS
A MEAT GOAT FIT FOR TOUGH CLIMES

Photo by Allison Rosauer

by TAMSIN COOPER

BREED: Savanna or Savannah goat 

ORIGIN: Archaeological evidence 
of goats in southern Africa 
dates from 2500 BCE. Bantu and 
Khoekhoe peoples migrating 
southward, during the fifth and 
six centuries CE, brought and 
traded varied multi-colored 
goats that became the indigenous 
landraces of South Africa. 

HISTORY: The DSU Cilliers 
and Sons stud farm was started 
in 1957 in the Northern Cape. 
Lubbe Cilliers bred mixed-
colored indigenous does with a 
large white buck. From these he 
developed hardy, efficient meat 
animals by allowing natural 
selection to work on wild-
ranging herds in the unfavorable 

conditions of the veld. In 1993 
the Savanna Goat Society was set 
up by South African breeders. 

Live Savanna goats were 
imported from Cilliers’ farm into 
the United States by Jurgen Schultz 
in 1994 with the PCI/CODI Boer 
goats. They were quarantined 
in Florida and then moved to 
Schultz’s Texas ranch in 1995. The 
surviving herd and their offspring, 
32 head, were sold in 1998 mainly 
to Boer ranchers interested in their 
novelty or crossbreeding value. 

Two embryo exports from 
South African pioneer breeders 
to Canada between 1999 and 
2001 enabled further imports of 
live offspring to North Carolina 
and California. Leading breeders 
Koenie Kotzé and Amie Scholtz 
exported embryos from eight 

breed profile : : savanna goats

A strongly built and 
well-muscled animal, with 

a short white coat. The 
tough mobile black hide 
provides UV protection 
and resists parasites.

Photo by Allison Rosauer
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does inseminated by three bucks to 
Australia, and resultant offspring were 
imported to Georgia in 2010. American 
pioneers continue to develop herds by 
adapting them to the local environment. 

CONSERVATION STATUS: Not at risk 
in South Africa, although rare abroad, 
according to the FAO. Selection, 
inbreeding, and crossbreeding inevitably 
lead to loss of genetic resources. 
Conservationists in Pretoria recommend 
keeping conservation herds to preserve 
diversity and develop useful new traits. 
Goats are an important resource for 
poverty alleviation in South Africa. 

BIODIVERSITY: An important locally 
adapted livestock resource, but genetic 
variation is limited by inbreeding and 
artificial selection. Local expert Quentin 
Campbell noted that despite a relatively 
high level of inbreeding, no inbreeding 
degeneration had been observed. Genetic 
analysis revealed unique characteristics, 
reasonable variation, and a close 
relationship to Boer goats. Imports run 
a higher risk of inbreeding due to low 
numbers of ancestors. Dale Coody and 

FULL BLOOD,  
DNA PARENT VERIFIED HERD. 
Selling the best culling the rest. 

WEEKLEY SAVANNAS

CONTACT US: 618-402-0535  |  Trenton, Illinois

Photo by Trevor Ballif Photo by Trevor Ballif
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Trevor Ballif are instrumental in 
collecting animals and semen from 
original imports, including distinct 
lines from the four imports, in an 
effort to improve genetic diversity 
and keep inbreeding coefficients 
low. Semen is also preserved for 
future use. Genuine breeding can be 
verified through genetic analysis. 

DESCRIPTION: A strongly built 
and well-muscled animal, with 
a short white coat. The tough 
mobile black hide provides UV 
protection and resists parasites. 
In winter, a cashmere undercoat 
provides protection when kidding 
in the open veld. The long neck, 
strong black hooves, strong jaws, 
and long-lasting teeth confer 
good browsing ability. The head 
bears black horns, oval pendulous 
ears, and a Roman nose. 

COLORING: The white coat is 
produced by a dominant gene. 
This means that purebred parents 
may still give rise to offspring with 
colored markings. These can be 
registered as American Royal if they 
otherwise meet breed standards. 
 
HEIGHT TO WITHERS: 
19–25 inches (48–62 cm). 

WEIGHT: Does 132 pounds 
(60 kg). Kids at 100 days 
55–66 pounds (25–30 kg). 

TEMPERAMENT: 
Amenable and lively. 

POPULAR USE: In South Africa, 
meat goats are an important 
resource to smallholders, as there is 
less financial risk invested in each 
individual. They are also valued 
for leather and as liquid capital 
in case of financial need. White 
animals are popular for religious or 
celebratory events. Sires are used 
for crossbreeding in meat herds.  
 

breed profile : : savanna goats

Photo by Allison Rosauer
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Sand Road  
   Savannas

OUR GOATS HAVE GRIT!

812-385-2874
Owensville, IN

FAST�FENCE
Info�and�buy�now�at

www.electricnets.com
800-356-5458

The World Leader in 
GOAT Equipment and Supplies

Check out our milking machines and other
products for Goats, Cows, Sheep, Llamas.
Also everything you need to show livestock.

Great prices on cheesemaking and
soapmaking products, plus animal health,

grooming, milking, and gift items and books
for breeders, homesteaders, and hobbyists.

Plus you can’t beat our service!

Visit us at our new, improved web site:

www.caprinesupply.com

1-800-646-7736 for orders or catalog

P. O. Box Y, DeSoto, KS 66018

ADAPTABILITY: Savannas are 
naturally adapted to the South 
African veld where temperatures 
and rainfall vary widely. They 
are excellent browsers on poor 
scrubland, feeding on thorn 
bushes and shrubs. They are 
fecund, mature early, breed 
all year round, and have long 
productive lives. Does kid at range 
without assistance. They are good 
mothers and very protective of 
their young. Many dams have 
more than two teats, some of 
which are blind, but often with 
no impediment to nursing. Kids 
stand up and nurse quickly after 
birth. Savannas are resistant to 
tick-borne diseases and tolerant 
of parasites, drought, and heat. 
Very little healthcare intervention 
is required in their native 
veld. Campbell recommends 
selection for adaptation to 

In South Africa, meat 
goats are an important 
resource to smallhold-

ers, as there is less 
financial risk invested 

in each individual. 
White animals are  

popular for religious 
or celebratory events. 

the local environment to 
maintain hardiness. 
 
QUOTE: “Many years ago, one 
of our mentors told us of South 
African Savanna goat's beauty 
and utility; its proliferation has 
proven this true.” Trevor Ballif, 
Sleepy Hollow Farm.    

Photo by Allison Rosauer
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breeders directory

Advertise your favorite breed where it will be seen by thousands of  
goat enthusiasts looking for what you have to sell!

Just $40/yr. for listing your breeds,  farm name, 
your name, address, phone, e-mail & website.

ALPINE

NIGERIAN DWARF

DOGS

MINI NUBIAN

LAMANCHA
Iowa

D & E DAIRY GOATS, 2977 Linn Buchanan Rd., Coggon, 
IA 52218. 319-350-5819. <rranch@iowatelecom.net> 
Facebook: d&edairygoat. Doelings — selling 200 head 
annually. Breeder bucks available. Alpine, Saanen.

Iowa

MA’S ACRES, Judith Nayen, 9398 NE 100th 
Ave. Bondurant,  IA 50035. 515-250-4836.  
<jlnayeri@gmail.com> Alpine. Quality show and  
production doelings, yearlings, bucklings.

Kansas

PUCKETTS ALPINE GOATS, Elaine Puckett, Council 
Grove, Kansas. 620-767-5728. <www.puckettsalpines.
com> CAE & CL free, LA & DHIA.

Missouri

KRAUSE FARMS, Jessica Krause, 4627 SW 
Maple Rd, Maysville, MO 64469. 816-724-1834 
<aaronleonkrause@gmail.com> <krausefarmsalpines.
webstarts.com>  Alpine, French and American. CAE, 
CL Neg, Herd tested annually.

Montana

JL LAZY D GOATS, Jerry & Lori Donaldson, 4170 
Eastside Hwy., Stevensville, MT 59870. 406-218-8853. 
<JLLazyD@outlook.com> French Alpine. Buck service 
available.

Vermont

LAZY LADY FARM REGISTERED ALPINES, 802-744-
6365. <laini@lazyladyfarm.com> <www.lazyladyfarm.
com> 25 years of breeding for performance and stature. 
2300 herd average on 45 does. DHIR testing. CAE and 
CL free with annual testing. Records available. Pastured 
May to Nov. We produce our own organic hay. Award 
winning cheese operation. Bucks are from Mamm-Key 
Farm, Tempo Aquila Farm and Redwood Hills. Kidding 
season in March. Discounts for group purchases. www.
lazyladyfarm.com

Washington

BELLE-CHEVRE FRENCH AND AMERICAN ALPINES, 
Ardell Ainsworth, 238 Patit Rd., Dayton, WA 99328.  
509-382-8950. <mountaindell6@gmail.com> Alpine.

Wyoming

ALPENTHAL’S DAIRY GOATS, Tanja Miller, 430  
Beaver Creek Rd., Sundance, WY 82729. 307-283-2364. 
<tmiller@rangeweb.net> <www.alphenthalsdairygoats.
net> Registered American Alpine.

Ohio

BLACKHAVENS FARM Shellie Greyhavens, Athens, OH 
45701. 740-592-1073. <www.blackhavens.com> Great 
Pyrenees, Icelandic sheep, Nubian goats.

Tennessee

OSBORNE FARM, John & Jane Osborne, 2081 
Jamestown Rd., Burlison, TN 38015. 901-491-1709. 
<jmo1271@bellsouth.net> LaManchas & Nigerian 
Dwarfs.

Texas

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO Box 
270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-490-5004. 
<lattedadairy@gmail.com> <www.lattedadairy.com> 
LaManchas. Also Nubians. 

Virginia

ROSA MYSTICA MINIATURE NUBIAN GOATS, 
Robert & Mary Jo Thompson, 1591 WIllow Tree Rd.,  
Ewing, VA 24248. 502-263-3467. Mini Nubian. Green 
Gables bloodlines. Beautiful, friendly pets, ample milk/
half the feed. Easy to handle. When you’re in the area 
please stop by whether you’re looking or dreaming. 
Welcome.

Illinois

TWO DOGS FARMS, Ann Alecock, Emilie & Adelaide 
Norzagaray, 1069 Township Rd. 1950E, Smithshire, 
IL 61478. 319-572-4105. <aalecock@yahoo.com>  
<www.twodogsfarms.com> Registered Nigerian Dwarf 
with superior genetics. 

Iowa

HILLTOP SUNSET FARMS, Tom Burrow & Sheri 
Clarke, PO Box 115, Clemont, IA 52135. 563-321-1999. 
<docgonoz@gmail.com> Nigerian Dwarf.

Missouri

BOLLES PAINTED ACRES, Jennifer Bolles, 409 SE 
600th Rd, Warrensburg, MO, 64093. 660-747-1909.  
<bpaintac@iland.net> <www.bollespaintedacres.com> 

New Mexico

SECOND BLOOM FARM, Deb Wood, 248 Rio 
Bravo, White Rock, NM 87547. 505-672-1485. 
<seldom@concentric.net> <www.secondbloomfarmnm.
com> Nigerian Dwarf. Excellent milk quality for the 
small homestead.

Pennsylvania

Gibson Farm, Joe & Stephanie Gibson, Blairsville PA 
15717, 724-422-0304, <www.gibsongoatfarm.com> 
<gibsonfarm.steph@gmail.com> Nigerian Dwarf & 
Alpine Dairy Goats.

South Dakota

CARL B’S FARM, Julie & Ron Kolbeck, Salem, South 
Dakota. 605-247-3220. <www.carlbsfarm.com>  

Nigerian Dwarf, American Alpine & Mini-Alpine. Healthy 
herd. Excellent bloodlines.

Texas

JOBI NIGERIANS, Joanne B. Jelke, 4603 Beckermann 
Rd., Brenham, TX 77833. 979-836-9303. DHIR Nigerian, 
Alpine & Saanen dairy goats.

Arkansas

OWL RIDGE FARM, Jan Ham, 255 Owl Ridge 
Farm Rd., Greenbrier, AR 72058. 870-974-1466.  
<owlridgefarm@windstream.net> <www.owl-ridge-
farm.com> Nubians. 

California

HOLY MONASTERY OF THE THEOTOKOS, Mother 
Markella or Sister Isadora, PO Box 549, Dunlap, 
CA 93621. 559-338-3110. <marie@eliades.net>  
Purebred Nubians. Beautiful, heavy milkers. Kids 
available. 

Colorado

JP ACRES, Johnnie Seale, 1941 County Road 207, 
Durango, CO 81301. 970-247-9180. Nubians.

Iowa

MY COUNTRY GIRLS, Barb Oliver, 2916 E Ave., 
Northboro, IA 51647. 712-370-6023 <wbmyers@
iamotelephone.com> <mycountrygirlsstore.com> 
Nubian, Saanen.

New York

TRIPLE F FARM, Mark Geracitano, 5 Jordan Ln., 
Nassau, NY 12123. 518-766-7607. <Tripleffarm1@
aol.com> CAE, CL, & Johnes negative. Buck service  
available. https://m.facebook.com/tripleffarm1 
Other services: Disbudding, Tattooing, Hoof  
Trimming.

Oregon

ACE-HI DAIRY GOATS, Margie Singletary, 3747 Lincoln 
Dr., Ontario, OR 97914-8713. 541-889-4063. CAE & CL 
free, milk & show. Nubians.

Tennessee

DAVIS RUN NUBIANS, Davis & Jenny Carr, 1701  
Saundersville Rd., Hendersonville, TN 37075. 
6 1 5 - 9 4 3 - 5 7 0 9 .  < z a d d i e @ b e l l s o u t h . n e t >  
<www.DavisRunNubians.com> Purebred Nubian 
Dairy Goats. 

Texas

i2iacres, Greg & BJ Irvin, 1584 VZ CR 4909, Ben 
Wheeler, TX 75754. 817-312-4028. <girvin@i2iacres.
com> <www.i2iacres.com> Nubian dairy goats. 

LATTE DA DAIRY, Anne & Johnny Jones, PO 
Box 270355, Flower Mound, TX 75027. 817-
4 9 0 - 5 0 0 4 .  < l a t t e d a d a i r y @ g m a i l . c o m >  
< w w w. l a t t e d a d a i r y. c o m >  N u b i a n s .  A l s o  
LaManchas. 

NUBIAN
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TENNESSE FAINTING

SAVANNA

OBERHASLI

Idaho

EDEN CREAMERY - GOSHEN FARM, Cassie Dayan, 
9068 Kuna Rd., Kuna, ID 83634. 201-869-5627. 
<cassiedayan@msn.com> <www.edencreamery.
com> Oberhasli.

California

BUTT-HEAD PACK GOATS & EQUIPMENT, Den-
nis Willingham, PO Box 333, Rough & Ready, CA 
95975. 530-432-0946. <bhpackgoats@hotmail.com> 
<www.buttheadpackgoats.com> Halters designed just 
for goats, saddles, panniers, goat coat/pack covers.

California

AMBER WAVES Pygmy Goats and Great Pyrenees ship 
worldwide debbie@amberwaves.info Whether you are 
looking for a loving family pet or a whole herd we can help. 
Visitors by appointment only. Lifetime Support. 5-Star 
Verified Breeder Phone/Fax/Text 951-736-1076.

Delaware

RoDi HERITAGE FARMS, Robert & Diana Lawson, 
18759 Harbeson Rd., PO Box 4, Harbeson, DE 19951. 
302-684-8844. <lawsonbl55@yahoo.com> Saanens.

New York

ZOAR FARMS @ Holy Myrrhbearers Monastery, 144 
Bert Washburn Rd., Otego, NY 13825. 607-432-3179. 
<myrrhbearers@aol.com> <www.holymyrrhbearers.
com> Purebred & American Saanens, Sables. Tested 
free for CAE, Brucillosis.

Ohio

TRANQUIL VALLEY DAIRY, Henry Raber, 55749 TR 87, 
Fresno, OH 43824. 330-275-4983. Saanen & Alpine.

Pennsylvania

WORDEN FARM, Bill & Donna Worden, 1881 Bells 
Run Rd., Shinglehouse, PA 16748. 814-697-6606. 
<dlw@wordenfarm.com> Saanens, LaManchas & 
Grades. CAE Free.

Virginia

PICCOLO FARM, Barb & Frank Kruesi, 2831 Bear 
Branch Rd., Mouth of Wilson, VA 24363. 276-579-2331. 
<piccolofarmva@gmail.com>

Idaho

BECKSTEAD FARMS, Matt & Melissa Beck-
stead,  Weston,  ID 83286.  208-339-6428. 
<becksteadfarms@yahoo.com> <www.beckstead 
farms.com> Savanna.

Illinois

WEEKLEY SAVANNAS,  Jona than  Week-
l ey,  Tren ton ,  I L 62293 .  618 -402 -0535 ,  
<jonnyweekley94@gmail.com> Full Blood, DNA Parent 
Verified herd. Savanna.

Indiana

SAND ROAD SAVANNAS, Christine Baize, 4315 
W 200S, Owensville, IN 47665. 812-385-2874.  
<clbaize@yahoo.com> Savanna.

Massachusetts

MENDING WALL FARM, Ed & Judy Lowe, PO 
Box 722, Assonet, MA 02702. 508-644-5088. 
<mendingwall1948@gmail.com> <www.mending 
wallfarm.homestead.com> Tennessee Fainting.

Colorado

W A LT Z ’ S  A R K ,  P O  B o x  3 6 8 ,  D e l -
ta ,  CO 81416.  <admin@natura la rk .com>  
<www.naturalark.com> Where Average Just Won’t 
Do! Naturally raised Oberhasli, Nigerian Dwarf, Boer. 
No chemicals, no nonsense! Great pedigrees, great 
milkers!

Virginia

SKYLINE, Catherine Deeds, 14450 Oakhurst Ln., 
Orange, VA 22960. 540-672-2538. LaManchas,  
Toggenburgs & Nigerian Dwarfs. 

PACK GOATS

PYGMY GOATS

SAANEN

VARIOUS

Backyard Homestead Guide 
to Raising Farm Animals

By Gail Damerow

iamcountryside.com

Choose The Best Breeds For  
Small-Space Farming; Produce Your 
Own Grass-Fed Meat; Gather Fresh 
Eggs; Collect Fresh Milk; Make Your 

Own Cheese; Keep Chickens,  
Turkeys, Ducks, Rabbits, Goats, 

Sheep, Pigs, Cattle & Bees

The BackyarD GoaT

Pulling carts around the farm or serv-
ing as loyal pack animals, goats are 
naturally hardworking and make for 
friendly companions. This straight-
forward guide teaches you how to 
choose, house, feed, train, and  
breed the best goats for your space 
and needs. Whether you want to 
churn out fresh dairy products, 
harvest soft cashmere for knitting, 
or keep goats as playful pets, The 
Backyard Goat makes it easy to en-
joy the benefits of owning goats, with 
no experience necessary. 215 pages

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419

an Introductory Guide to  
keeping Productive Pet Goats
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associations

Goat Journal Advertising Form • Next Deadline: May 21, 2019

Feel free to use a separate sheet of paper

Please type or print legibly and indicate the words you 
would like in bold or capital letters.  

• Don’t forget to count your name, address, 
 phone number and e-mail if it is part of your ad.  

• 10 word minimum. Ads under 10 words  
will be charged $10. 

Mail to: Goat Journal Breeders/Classifieds, 
P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451  

or E-mail: classifieds@countrysidemag.com
backyardgoats.iamcountryside.com

1-715-748-1388 • Fax: 1-715-785-7414

Number of words _____ x $1.00 =                         $_______

Words in all CAPITALS _____x 25¢ =                  $_______

Words in bold _____x 25¢ =                                  $_______

X No. of issues you want your ad to run: _____ = $_______

Payment enclosed (U.S. funds):                              $_______

Liner Classified:
Your Name:

Address: 

City, State,  Zip:

Classification:

E-mail:

Ad:

Display Breeders/Classified (1" & 2" sizes):
SPECIAL OFFER: FREE Color! ($20 Value Per Issue)

1x - 2x=$30 per inch, per issue
3x - 5x=$28 per inch, per issue
       6x=$25 per inch, per issue

E-mail:  classifieds@countrysidemag.com  

or call:  1-715-748-1388

Use pictures, 
logo and color!

FREE Ad Design!

Classification:

Your Farm Name:

Your Name:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone Number:

E-mail:

Website:

Breed(s):

Additional Words $1 each per year:

Liner Breeders Directory:

Directory listing (6 issues):                           $40.00
Additional words ($1 each):
Total Amount Enclosed (US): 

P E D I G R E E  I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
Since 2000, registering Savanna, TexMaster and others. 
Offering Breed development tracking and more. 
PedigreeInternational.com, 417-327-2774.

MYOTONIC GOAT REGISTRY(Fainting), 3174 
Valley Ford Rd., Adger, AL 35006. 205-425-5954.  
<myotonicgoatregistry@yahoo.com> <www.myotonic 
goatregistry.net> 

THE MINIATURE GOAT REGISTRY(TMGR) Sup-
porting breeders and owners of the mini-dairy 

breeds. Shows, conformation clinics, milk production.  
www.tmgronline.com. 619-417-0989.

GEORGIA DAIRY GOAT BREEDERS—newsletter, meet-
ings, shows & speaker program. All breeds welcome. Sec-
retary: John Latimer, 1540 McRee’s Mill Rd., Watkinsville, 
GA 30677. 706-769-9460. Visit us at www.gdgba.org 

MINIATURE DAIRY GOAT ASSOCIATION – Premier 
registry for crosses of Nigerian Dwarf and standard 
dairy goat breeds. Now registering Purebred Nigerians. 
<www.miniaturedairygoats.net>

OBERHASLI  BREEDERS OF AMERICA,  
B e n  P e t e r s o n ,  S e c y. / T r e a s . ,  8 5 8 0  S  
Cherry Ave., Fresno, CA 93725. <petesakeoberhasli@
gmail.com> <www.oberhasli.webs.com>

A M E R I C A N  L A M A N C H A C L U B ,  D e b  
M a c k e ,  S e c r e t a r y / T r e a s u r e r ,  N 3 6 9 0  
Elmwood Rd., Hawkins, WI 54530. 715-563-
0 0 5 2 .  < r a i n t r e e l a m a n c h a s @ g m a i l . c o m >  
<www.lamanchas.com>
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classified ads

BEEKEEPING MILKING EQUIPMENT

PACKGOAT SUPPLIES

POULTRY FEED

FREE

NEW DAIRY FARMERS

HEALTH

                       

M I L L E R  B E E  S U P P L Y 
YOUR BEEKEEPING EXPERTS SINCE 1976!  
Check us out for all your beekeeping needs. Whether 
you are just starting out or already have bees we are here 
to assist your needs.  Call us Toll Free: 1-888-848-5184. 
496 Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro, 
NC 28659. Email:info@Millerbeesupply.com*  
www.millerbeesupply.com

SOON Church/Government Uniting, Supressing 
“Religious Liberty,” Enforcing “National Sunday 
Law”. Be Informed! Need mailing address only. TBSM, 
Box 99, Lenoir City, TN 37771. thebiblesaystruth@
yahoo.com, 1-888-211-1715.

A R E  Y O U  T I R E D  O F  S U F F E R -
ING FROM BODY PAIN. IMPROVE YOUR 
HEALTH. GREAT COMPANSATION PLAN.  
www.phytozonforhealthandwealth.com.

MEALWORMS

Visit www.PartsDeptOnline.com for great deals on new 
milking equipment for cows and goats. We supply to all size 
dairies. Call for a free 180pg catalog 1-800-245-8222.

Where can you get 50 to 100 of the does, yearling 
and spring kids from the highest genetic herd in the 
US? There is only one place! CAPRIKORN FARMS 
Call: 301-834-8030 for a free catalog anytime or go 
on to the web at Caprikornfarms.com. Price of each 
Saanen is clearly stated.

POULTRY SUPPLIES

T H E  E G G  C A R T O N  S T O R E 
Modern service and speed, old world quality and value 
Over 40 years of egg packaging and marketing expertise! 
Egg  Car tons  |  F i l l e r  F la t s  |  Beau t i -
fu l  Colored Car tons |  Poul t ry  Suppl ies 
C a l l  f o r  G R E AT  w h o l e s a l e  /  p a l -
l e t  q u a n t i t y  p r i c i n g !  8 6 6 - 3 3 3 - 11 3 2 
FREE SHIPPING on all cartons and filler flats 
WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM

iamcountryside.com/shop • 970-392-4419

By Carol Ekarius

How to Build Animal Housing
Dozens of plans – with illustrated, step-by-step instruc-
tions – for species-specific shelters that are well ventilated, 
safe, appropriate for the animals, appealing, convenient, 
and a solid value for their owners. Includes complete plans 
and step-by-step, illustrated instructions for sheds, coops, 
hutches, multipurpose barns, and economical easy-to-build 
windbreaks and shade structures. 

HEALTHYHARVESTFEED.COM

NON-GMO 
POULTRY FEED

www.sweetpdz.com

Order tOday!

America’s Favorite  
Poultry Magazine

backyardpoultry. 
iamcountryside.com
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goat journal bookstore

2 Goat Journal, november/December 2018

Goat Journal Bookstore
For a complete listing of all books available visit our website: 

iamcountryside.com/shop; or call 970-392-4419.

Special Deals to Help Stock Your Library!
Storey's Guide to  

Raising Llamas
By Gale Birutta

Everything you need to know to raise 
lovable, profitable llamas. Llamas are 
fast becoming one of the best choices 

for backyard livestock, and this compre-
hensive guide will give you the expert 

advice you need. 232 pages.

$18.95
Now $13.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

Storey’s Guide To 
Raising Dairy Goats

By Jerry BelanGer

The best advice on raising dairy 
goats. This indispensable, fully il-
lustrated guide provides the very 

latest practical information for dairy 
goat owners. All of the essentials are 

covered here. 283 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Fences For Pasture & Garden
By Gail Damerow

A well-made fence brings peace 
of mind if you keep livestock or 
tend a garden that’s vulnerable 
to wildlife predators. A good 
fence is essential for protect-

ing your investment. The author 
weighs the pros and cons of 

various fence systems and helps 
you select the best one for your 

needs. 154 pages.
$16.95

Now $12.75 — Save 25%

Storey’s Guide To 
Raising Meat Goats

By maGGie Sayer

In this essential handbook, author 
Maggie Sayer covers every aspect 
of acquiring, caring for, managing, 

and marketing meat goats. It includes 
topics such as planning for profit-

ability, breed selection, where to buy, 
understanding goat behavior, good 
nutrition, disease prevention, basic 

health care, proper shelter and much 
more. 336 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

How To Build  
Animal Housing

By Carol ekariuS

60 plans for coops, hutches, 
barns, sheds, pens, nestboxes, 
feeders, stanchions, and much 

more. 260 pages.

$24.95
Now $17.49 —  

Save 30%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

Homegrown Herbs
By tammi HartunG

This is the definitive guide to 
planting, growing, harvesting, 
and using 101 popular herbs. 
A step-by-step primer for gar-
deners of every level. Includes 
in-depth information on seed 
selection; planting; mainte-
nance and care; harvesting; 

drying. 255pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%
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Goat Journal Bookstore
For a complete listing of all books available visit our website: 
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Everything you need to know to raise 
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advice you need. 232 pages.
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The best advice on raising dairy 
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lustrated guide provides the very 

latest practical information for dairy 
goat owners. All of the essentials are 

covered here. 283 pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Fences For Pasture & Garden
By Gail Damerow

A well-made fence brings peace 
of mind if you keep livestock or 
tend a garden that’s vulnerable 
to wildlife predators. A good 
fence is essential for protect-

ing your investment. The author 
weighs the pros and cons of 

various fence systems and helps 
you select the best one for your 

needs. 154 pages.
$16.95

Now $12.75 — Save 25%

Storey’s Guide To 
Raising Meat Goats

By maGGie Sayer

In this essential handbook, author 
Maggie Sayer covers every aspect 
of acquiring, caring for, managing, 

and marketing meat goats. It includes 
topics such as planning for profit-

ability, breed selection, where to buy, 
understanding goat behavior, good 
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more. 336 pages.
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feeders, stanchions, and much 

more. 260 pages.

$24.95
Now $17.49 —  

Save 30%

SAVE
30%

SAVE
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25%

Homegrown Herbs
By tammi HartunG

This is the definitive guide to 
planting, growing, harvesting, 
and using 101 popular herbs. 
A step-by-step primer for gar-
deners of every level. Includes 
in-depth information on seed 
selection; planting; mainte-
nance and care; harvesting; 

drying. 255pages.

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

SAVE
25%

3WWW.countrYSIDenetWorK.com

Mail to: Goat Journal Bookstore,  
P.O. Box 1848, Carson City, NV 89702

970-392-4419 • BACKYARDGOATS.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM

Visa           MC                   Discover                AmEx

No.:

Expiration:

Phone:

Name:

Address:

City:

State:     Zip:

Book Order Form

Title                                Quantity                Price Book Total      $  
Shipping        $

Subtotal         $
WI Residents add
5.5% sales tax      $

Total U.S. Funds $

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item, Call for Priority & Foreign Rates

The Real Wolf
By teD B. lyon anD will n. GraveS

The Real Wolf is an in-depth study of the impact that wolves have had on big game 
and livestock populations as a federally protected species. Expert authors Ted B. Lyon 
and Will N. Graves, sift through the myths and misinformation surrounding wolves and 
present the facts about wolves in modern times. Each chapter in the book is meticulously 
researched and written by authors, biologists, geneticists, outdoor enthusiasts, and wildlife 
experts who have spent years studying wolves and wolf behavior. Every section describes 
a unique aspect of the wolf in the United States. The Real Wolf does not call for the 
eradication of wolves from the United States but rather advocates a new system of spe-
cies management that would allow wolves, game animals, and farmers to coexist with one 
another in a way that is environmentally sustainable. 388 pages, $19.99

NEW!

Goat Journal Bookstore

Straw Bale Gardens Complete

By Joel karSten

Use straw bales to 
grow vegetables any-

where, earlier and 
with no weeding! 

176 pages, $24.99

By Janet Garman

50 Do-It-Yourself Projects  
for Keeping Chickens

Get ready to jump into the 
world of chickens, one DIY 

project at a time. With imagina-
tion, simple tools, and salvaged 
or bargain materials, you can 
make everything your flock 
needs for their health and 
safety. 168 pages, $19.99
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Coloring Pages

A. 

B.

C. 

D. 

E. 

just for fun : : reader coloring pages
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A. Colored by goat mom, Abbey M. Age 12 
B. Coloring page from Brooks, age 10. Thanks a bunch! We love your magazine! – Whitney Barron 

C. Submitted by  
Brenda Hanlin

D. Submitted by  
Dorothy Leak

E. “Can’t wait to see if I make it in the next issue! I love these pages.” – Gabbi Suffriti 
F. Submitted by  
Ruby Montaño 

G. Submitted by  Eli Radosavlevici, Age 13 
H. This is my finished coloring page from the January/ February issue. It was a fun challenge. And yes, my goat did help me a little bit. – Hannah Koczur

F. 
G 

H. 
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just for fun : : coloring & puzzles

Each issue, we will offer a chance to win official Goat Journal 
swag! Enter to win a hat by completing this puzzle, using answers 

found in this issue. The winner will be chosen randomly from 
all correct submissions returned by June 1, 2019. 

Name: _________________________________________________

G O A T  J O U R N A L  R E A D E R  C O N T E S T  M A Y / J U N E  2 0 1 9

ACROSS

3.  An American 
Alpine buck 
purchased in 
Redwood Hills.

7.  BF Farm chose 
_____ goats 
for parasite 
resistance.

8.  Charles took 
amazing photos 
of Kurdish life 
in the _____ 
mountains.

9.  Goat hair should 
be naturally 
_____, robust in 
color, and soft.

13.  Lacey's herd 
murdered a 
_____ _____ 
tree.

14.  This bacteria 
can thrive 
at even cold 
temperatures.

16.  One of the 
greatest risks 
of banding 
is ______.

17.  Goat sanctuary 
in England

18.  Overeating 
disease is also 
called _____.

To submit, either:

Print, fill out, and send to:
Goat Journal Reader Contest

P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451 

Print, fill out, then take a picture  
and email to:

goatjournal@gmail.com

Message your answers to:
goatjournal@gmail.com

Be sure to include your contact information  
so we can inform you if you won!

DOWN 

1.  Trevor's business 
model is original 
Savanna 
_____ work.

2.  A dominant gene 
produces the 
white coat of 
_____ goats.

4.  Lilly is a _____ 
goat with a 
spider silk gene 
in her genome.

5.  Where does goat 
Miguel Maria live?

6.  Mark Bengtson 
and Jodey Fulcher 
live in _____.

10.  Don't stop milking 
too suddenly 
or the doe can 
have discomfort 
or _____.

11.  Goats in southern 
Africa date back 
to Bantu and 
_____ peoples.

12. Yellowish liquid 
left over after 
curds separate 
from milk.

15.  The tool that 
stretches 
rubber bands 
for castration.

If you get stuck, just remember all the answers can be found in articles throughout this issue. Have fun!
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Show us your artistic side! Send photos of your finished coloring pages to goatjournal@gmail.com 
and we will display them in our next issue. (Be sure to tell us if your goats did the coloring!)

C O L O R I N G  P A G E
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goat journal : : coming attractions

S T A Y  T U N E D !
PICK UP OUR JULY/AUGUST 2019 ISSUE FOR 

GOAT JOURNAL FOR STORIES ON:

• What to do with those extra  
 bucklings. 

• Goats on Strike! One farm’s  
 caprine friends help with  
 social causes. 

• How old is my goat?  
 Determining age when you  
 don’t know the birth date. 

• Breed Profile: Kiko goats. 

• Goat cheese from around  
 the world. 

• It’s never too early to start  
 milk stand training. 

• Goats pulling wagons. 

• A beautiful photo essay  
 from Sneed Acres. 

• PLUS: Katherine’s Caprine  
 Corner, Back from The Vet,  
 Secret Life of Goats, and  
 more! 

WRDGA SHOW 
May 18 & 19, 2019  

Jefferson, OH. 

Senior Doe, Junior Doe both days.  
Double ring Bucks 
on Saturday only.

JUDGES  
Yvonne Blosser & Pete Snyder  

More information at  
www.western-reserve-dga.org/ 

index.htm 

Contact Marcia Keller 
jmhr2001@yahoo.com

440-298-3464





premier1supplies.com  
800-282-6631

Fence Solutions For Goats!
Stop predators and protect your herd

Now Available 
from Premier!

Controls the spread  
of parasitic larvae  

in the pasture.

Contact us for FREE catalogs! 
FREE shipping on qualified orders.

Installs in minutes

Lightweight, easy to move

Contain & control the 
movement of livestock







Our unique electrified net fencing adapts 
to dips and curves in difficult terrain. 
Installation requires only minimal strength 
and no tools! It arrives to your door as a 
complete roll with the line posts already 
built-in. Just add support posts at ends & 
corners and an energizer. With proper care, 
nets can last up to 10 grazing seasons.

For expert advice on fences or goat & sheep health 
email sheepadvice@premier1supplies.com.


